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Summary

Municipal Solid Waste (MS!Ð combustion has been discussed
intensively over the last two decades. As a result of this over the last five years
changes in regulations, equipment and techniques used have come very rapidly.
In Europe different countries have adapted these changes in differing degrees and
the overall situation is not clear. This prompted PWMI (European Centre for
Plastics in the Environment) to compile a survey as they are investigating the
influence of plastics on the combustion of MSW. The countries concerned in this
survey are: Austria, Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, Denmark, Spain, France,
Greece, Italy, Ireland, Luxembourg, Norway, The Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden,
Finland and the United Kingdom.

In this report the results of such a survey are given. Besides MSW (amount and
composition) and MSW combustors special attention was given to the plastic
fraction in MSW. Regulations considering MSW combustion and plans or
expectations for the future we¡e also taken into consideration.

It was found that data on the amount and composition of MSW were very difficult
to obtain. This was mainly due to differences in definitions (which were often not
even mentioned) between the main sources. These problems were even greater for
data on the plastics fraction because in many countries it has been a long time
since the last analysis of the plastic fraction has been executed (sometimes
re84t8s).

For combusto¡s the data had to be compiled from many sources as none of the
sourc€s supplied the information needed for a total survey. For Italy only some of
t}te combustion facilities which are in operation could be traced. In addition few
data were found on steam parameters, amount of energy actually recovered and
emission monitoring in combustion facilities.
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Introduction

In Europe Municipal Solid Waste (MSVÐ production is continuously
growing. As industry produces more and people consume more, the amount of
waste grows too.

In this growing amount of MSW plastic plays an important role. Although plastics
only represent 7Vo (avenged) of the weight of the MSW, they make up around
25Vo of the volume of the MSW. Furthermore plastics are highly visible in piled
waste and are usually not degradable in landfills. Because of this important role,
PWMI (European Centre for Plastics in the Environment) is investigating all
possible disposal routes for the plastics in MSW.

In the discussion on the disposal of the MSW first of all prevention of waste
generation is promoted. As the effects of prevention will be limited (there will
always be waste) other options need to be considered. In order of preference
(generally accepted) these options are: material recycling, energy recycling
(mainly combustion) and finally landfill in an environmentally safe way.

As combustion of MSW is one of the options, P\ryMI has set up a research
programme to establish the impact of plastics in MSW on the combustion of
MSW. The first phase of this research programme consists of a survey of:

- the amount and composition of the MSW in Europe (EC-member countries
plus Austria, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden and Finland) with special
attention on the plastic fraction;

- the number and characteristics of the combustion facilities in Europe which
combust this MSW;

- the legislation in the different countries with respect to MSW combustion;

- plans and/or expectations for the future of the above-mentioned topics.

P\ryMI has requested TNO (The Netherlands Organization for Applied Scientific
Research) to compile this survey.

This report covers the results of this survey and is in fact divided inlo two pafs.
The first part (chapters 1 to 3) covers remarks and facts which apply to all the
countries considered in this study, such as the way the data were obtained, what
definitions are used and so on. In the second part (chapter 4) the data are presented
first of all for the whole of Europe as an overview or an average and secondly for
each counhy separately.
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2.1

Definitions

Waste and waste fractions

The definition of Municipal Solid Waste considerably differs between
the countries concerned in this study. In general, MSW includes household waste
and bulky waste as well as comparable wastes from small commercial or
industrial enterprises (often called trade waste), and ma¡ket and garden residuals,
which are collected and treated by or for the municipalities. In this study
separately collected fractions, mostly paper and glass, are also counted to the total
amount of MSW. In chapter 4 for each country the used definition of MSW is
given, if known.

The composition of the municipal solid waste is determined by sorting analyses.
This is mainly done by sieving and picking by hand.
Among the different countries there are differences in the sorting fractions. In this
study the following fractions are chosen:

- PutresciblesÆines.

- Paper and Cardboard.

- Plastic.

- Glass.

- Metals.

- Textiles.

- Miscellaneous combustibles.

- Miscellancous non-combustibles.

Most sorting analyses result in a fraction fines, but because of different sieve
diameters these fractions are not comparable. A great part of the fines, however,
consists of putrescibles (kitchen/yard waste, etc.), Therefore this part is counted
to the putrescibles in this study.

The f¡action 'miscellaneous combustibles' consists of wood, leather, rubber etc.
'Miscellaneous non-combustibles' stands for minerals, stones, bones, etc.

When a product consists of two or more fractions it is counted to the dominating
fraction. This means that a waste item which is TOVo textile and 30% plastics is
considered lo be l00Vo textile.

Waste treatment schemes

In this study the amount of waste produced is the amount after
prevention but before recycling. Separately collected waste thus is included.

The residues from combustion and composting are left out of consideration in this
study. For example: if a certain amount of residue from combustion is landfilled
this amount is not included in the figure for landfill.

2.2
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3

3.1

General remarks validity and availability of data

Municipal Solid Waste composition

There are great differences in the total amount and composition of
MSW between the different countries. To a certain extent these differences are
caused by differences in definitions b€tween the countries. There are differences
in the waste st¡eams that are included in the MSW, and differences in the
definition of the waste streams. A consequence of this is that it is difficult to
compare between the countries.

Apart from differences in the definitions uscd there is also great fluctuation in the
composition of MS\il due to differences in social conditions, living structure,
geographical location and the season in which the waste is produced. This
explains why even data of one country can show considerable differences in the
amount and composition of the waste which is generated.

Compositions reported in literature often do not mention the definitions along
with the data. This makes comparison very difficult. Especially if not all the data
which are of interest to this survey are taken into consideration in a literature
source, The gaps in the information then has to be filled in with data from other
reports, with possible other definitions. Another problem with data from literature
are the so-called primary and secondary sources. Primary sources actually analyse
(fractions of) the waste whereas secondary sources copy the results of others.
While copying definitions are lost or estimates are interpreted as truly measured.
As primary sources are outnumbered by far by the secondary sources it requires
an enormous effort to obtain good data. This effort has been made for this study.

This report, which in fact also will be a secondary source, relies as far as possible
on primary sources. However, these primary sources sometimes are relatively old
and possibly outdated. If this appears to be the case or if no primary reference is
available, a considered estimate has been made and reported. In all cases the way
the data are obtained is mentioned.

For all of the countries it was possible to obtain data on the total amount and the
composition of MSIV. Information on the composition of the plastic fraction was
not found for Sweden, Finland, Greece and Portugal. For the other countries these
data were found but often dated from 1984 or 1985. Information on MSW
treatment schemes was not obtained for Greece and data on future trends and
expectations were often very fragmented and not structured.

With the restrictions and difficulties in mind this report gives a good overview of
the situation in Europe.

7s2-3041112326-23æ0
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3.2 Municipal Solid Waste combustors

Definition problems like the ones encountered with the composition of
MSW a¡e not a real problem with information on combustors.
The only real confusion can occur ifthe total combustion capacity in a country is
compared to the amount of MSW which is said to be combusted in that country.
These data come fiom different sources and mismatches in the comparison can be
caused by several factors:

definition: the MSW which is combusted might not be the same as the MSW
which is combusted; sometimes not only MSW is combusted but also
industrial waste, sewage sludge, etc. A clear example of this confusion is
Denmark. If the total combustion capacity in Denmark is related to the amount
of MSW, the outcome is that around 70Vo of the Danish MSW is combusted.
However, in the Danish combustors also industrial waste and some other kinds
of waste are combusted, so that actually 'only' 48Vo of the Danish MSW is
combusted.

Operating hours: the design capacity in tonnes per hours is multiplied by an
assumed number of hours in operation of 7000 per year. In The Netherlands,
however, the average is much higher: 7500-8000 hours per year, whereas in
other countries installations sometimes are not run24 hours a day but only in
daytime shifts. In Germany and Switzerland it is very common to build an
extra unit to ensure waste disposal. This means that a plant with four units has
a theoretically maximum availability of 75Vo (circa 6600 hours per year).
Differences in operating hou¡s are also caused by differences in maintenance
practices: e.g. is the boiler cleaned once a year or once every two years?

Increasing heat of combustion: the heating value of the MSW has increased
considerably over the last two decades [2]. Because combustion facilities are
limited in the amount of heat which can be generated per time period this
means that at a certain point the increase of heat content per kg MSW had to
be compensated by a decrease of MSW throughput. This caused these
installations to combust less MSW then according to design specifications
[2,4].

The biggest difficulty in gathering the information on the combustors lies in the
fact that information from one source never gave all the data on the combustors
of interest to this study. This was solved by combining information from different
sources, which sometimes is very well possible and othe¡ times requires a lot of
effort.

Some of the parameters wer€ very difficult to obtain, like the amount of energy
which is actually recovered in a combustor or the emissions which are monitored
(continuously or by sampling). Some information was confidential and could not
be gathered. Special difficulties with the gathering of data wer€ encountered in
Italy, where a lot of combustors are temporarily out of order and the total situation
is not clear at the moment. Also Belgium (especially wallonia) required extra
effort. For most of the countries some data are missing, but except for Italy these
are not the most important data. In order to complete the information all the
installations should be contacted separately, which would need too great an effort.

92-304/1 12326-23360
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3.3 Information sources

In order to obtain information out of first hand a questiomaire with all
kinds of questions on MSW (amount, composition, treatment), on combustion
facilities and on future plans was send to all the environmental ministries of the
involved countries. Most of them replied by filling in the fo¡m or by sending
relevant reports, some forwarded the questions to experts, and some (4, B, GR,
I, P) did not reply at all. Most of the answers concerned the combustion facilities.

Besides writing to the ministries also experts, if known, were contacted, per phone
or per letter (fax). Also literature was searched for relevant information.

In the data per country the main information sources per country are mentioned
by references. Besides these references used in the text the reference list at the end
of the report also contains references which are not directly referred to but which
have been used in this study for background or general information. Most difficult
countries to obtain information (on the whole or on certain topics) from were:
Italy, Pofugal, Greece, Belgium, France and Ireland.

y2-304t1't2326-23æ0
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4 Emission guidelines in Europe

Almost each country in Europe (considered in this study) has its own
legislation concerning emissions from MSW combustion. These regulations,
however, differ a lot from country to country, not only in emission limits, but also
in the number of pollutants for which there are limits. some regulations only set
limits to the emissions of dust, HCl, HF and CO, whereas others also imply SO_,
NO*, total organic carbon (TOC), heavy metals, pCDD/F (polychlorinated
dibenzo-para-dioxines and -furans) as well as certain performance demands, other
than emissions (residence time, temperature, oxygen level).

Table 1 gives an overview of the emission limits which conform to the different
regulations existing in Europe. The values in this table are related to an oxygen
concentration in the flue gases of 1'J, volvo (dry, at standard temperature and
pressure (stp): 273 K, 101.3 kPa) except for Norway (10 volVo Or) and Sweden
(10 tt ol% COr). An oxygen concentration of 1l volVo is assumed to correspond to
a CO, concentration of 9 volVo.

Most of the regulations also require certain conditions to be met for the flue gases
after the last (combustion) air injection. For example among other guidelines the
German regulation requires that the flue gases, after the last injection of
(combustion) air remain at a temperature of at least 850 "c and a concentration of
6 volvo o, (dry, at stp) for at least 2 seconds. This is meant as a sort of guarantee
for destruction of combustible matter in the flue gases. The conditions required
are also mentioned in table 1.

Besides the limit values it is very important over what period of time the
measurements have to be averaged to meet the limit values. For example a limit
value during half an hour is far more difficult to meet as the same value over a
longer period of time (time to even out peaks). The remarks on the time basis for
the limits are mentioned below per guideline.

Member countries of the European Committee have to comply with the EC-
reguiation as a minimum, but can have stricter limits (for dates, see later). This is
the case for Germany and The Netherlands.

Spain, France, Greece, Portugal, Ireland and Luxembourg do not have regulations
of thoir own and only have the EC-guideline to deal with. Belgium, Denmark,
Italy and the United Kingdom have made small extensions to the EC-guideline.

From the non-member countries Austria and Switzerland have stricter guidelines
than the EC proposes. Norway and Sweden have comparable guidelines whereas
Finland does not have a guideline but follows the EC-guideline.

some of the guidelines mentioned in table t have further regulations. These are
mentioned briefly below.

Austria [33]
The Austrian guideline also requires a COICOT-ratio of 0.002.

92-3041112326-23æ0 10
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Belgium [21]
The present Belgian regulation also requires a greyness of the plume of less than
3 on Bacharach's scale and the following imission limits (half hour average):

- SO, 0.1 mg/1.{m3

- HCI 0.1 mg/lllm3

- HF 0.004 mg/1.{m3

- dust (<10 pm) 0.1 mg/1.{m3

This year the Belgian government will adopt the EC-regulations. An exception is
proposed to be made for combustors with a capacity of more than 30 tonnes per
hour. These will then have to comply with the German emission limits except for
NO,, which will have to be 100 instead of 200 mgll.{m3.

Germany [51]

- The emission of the remaining heavy metals which according to table L has to
be less than 0.5 mg/Nm3 is supposed to be the total of the emissions of: As, Sb,
Pb, Co, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, V and Sn.

- The emission values given in table 1 are daily averages. Besides this also half
hour averaged limits are set:

- dust 30 mg/lllm3

- HCI 60 mgIl.{m3

- HF 4 mg[l.{m3

- SO^ 200 mg/Nm3

- NO, 400 mgtlllm3

- TOC 20 mg/Nm3
For CO a one hour average of 100 mg/1.{m3 may not be exceeded. 1.Jso 90Vo

of the CO-measurements in 24 hours have to be below 150 mg/Nm3.
Finally the values for heavy metals and PCDD/F are averaged on the sampling
time used.

- This lT.BImSchG is valid for new installations. For existing installations the
emission limits will be valid starting 0l-03-1994. Exceptions can be made
wúilOl-12-1996.

- Starting up and closing down of the combusto¡ has to be done with auxiliary
burners (not burning waste). Waste is only allowed in the combustion chamber
if the temperature in the chamber is above 850 "C.

- MSW combustors are obliged to recover energy. If more than 0.5 MW of
energy is produced in excess of the internal need for enetgy electricity has to
be generated.

- The following parameters have to be monitored continuously:

- the emissions of CO, dust, HCl, HF (not if HCl-cleaning is applied), SO.
and NO,;

- the percentage O, in the flue gases;

- the temperature of the flue gases in the required areas;

- parameters needed for sensible operation (e.g. pressure, humidity and
volume of the flue gases).

- If chemical waste is burned the required temperature is set at 1200 instead of
850'C.

- If only liquid wastes are burned the Or-concentration must be above 3 instead
of 6 vol%o.

v¿-3041112326-23æ0 12
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- Hg 0.1

- co 100

Denmark [30]

- The values for dust and HCI are weekly averages. Besides that also daily
averages ate set: dust 40 mg/Nm3 and HCI 65 mg/Nm3. These values may be
exceeded by up to 30Vo. For CO a one hour average of 100 mg/lllm3 may not
be exceeded. Also 90% of the CO-measurements (30 min. average) in
24 hours has to be below 150 mgl1l1m3. The other values are averaged on the
sampling time used.

- CO, dust, HCI and the lemperature have to be monitored on a continuous basis.
The other components must be checked via sampling 6 tirnes a year. If they
comply with the limits each time this frequency drops to two times a year.

France
France has adopted the EC-guideline with one exception:

- Hg + Cd < 0.2 mg/lrlm3

Norway [32]
The existing regulations for small plants (capacity <2 tonnes per hour) only sets
a limit to the dust emission: 100-250 mg/Nm3 at 70 volVo O, (dry, stp) in the flue
gases. These regulations will probably become more stringent in the near future:

- dust 30-100 mg/1.{m3

- HCI 100-200 mg/Nm3
mgAIm3
mg/lr{m3

The Netherlands [52]
- This guideline is valid for new installations, except for the limit for NO",

which will become valid starting 01-01-1995. Existing installations will have
to try to comply with this regulation by 31-12-1992, but must comply with il
starting 30-11-1993, except for the limits for NO* and PCDD/F. For these two
the installations are obliged to make an effort to reach the limits.

- The emission of the remaining heavy metals which according to table t has to
be less than 1 mglNm3 is supposed to be the total of the emissions of: As, Sb,
Pb, Co, Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni, V, Se, Te and Sn.

- The emission limits set in table 1 are hourly averages.

- For the emission limit for Hg an exception can be made if a removal efficiency
of 90Vo (for Hg) can be demonstrated. For this reason the concentration of Hg
in the ¡aw (= uncleaned) flue gases has to be measured also.

- Starting up and closing down of the combustor has to be done with auxiliary
burners (notburning waste). Waste is only allowed in the combustion chamber
if the temperature in the chamber is above 850 'C.

- The following parameters have to be monitored continuously:

- the emissions of CO, dust, HCl, TOC, SO* and NO*;

- the percentage O, in the flue gases;

- the temperature of the flue gases in the required areas.
The emission of dust, heavy metals, HCI and HF have to be measured 4 times
a year and of PCDD/F 2 times a year. For this each time three samples per
chimney have to be taken.

- A combustion facility has to consist of two parallel units at least to guarantee
the continuity of the operation.

- Big parts in the waste have to be diminished in size prior to combustion.

92-304t112326 23360 13
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Sweden [23,34]
- The limits for dust and HCI are monthly averages, whereas the CO-limit is

hourly averaged.

- For existing plants the limit for Hg is 0.08 mg/Nm3 and for PCDD/F 2 nglNm3.

United Kingdom [65]

- This guideline will probably come into effect in August 1992. New plants and
substantially changed plants will have to comply with these regulations
directly. Existing plants have until 1 December 7996 to comply with the
limits. Starting 1 August 1992 existing plants only have one emission limit to
comply with: 100 mg/Nm3 total particulate matter.

- The emission of the remaining heavy metals which according to table t has to
be less than 1 mg/Nm3 is supposed to be the total of the emissions of: As, Pb,
Cr, Cu, Mn, Ni and Sn.

- Fo¡ PCDD/F the emission limit is 1 ng TEQ/Ì.,Im3; the operators, however, are
urged to reduce this emission as far as possible with an aim of 0.1 ng
TEQÆ'{'3.

- The p¡ocess should not give rise to an offensive smell noticeable outside the
premises where the process is carried on.

- During normal operation, including sta¡t-up (with 5 minutes delay) and shut-
down emissions should be free from visible smoke.

- Starting up and closing down of the combusto¡ has to be done with auxiliary
burners (not burning waste). Waste is only allowed in the combustion chamber
if the temperature in the chambe¡ is above 850 "C.

- The limits set in table 1 are valid for non-continuous monitoring. If they are
continuously monitored 95Vo of the hourly averages should not exceed the
emission value ín table 1. The peak hourly average should not exceed 1.5
times the emission value.

- For CO a one hour average of 100 mg/Nm3 may not be exceeded. AIso 95Vo
of the Co-measurements (10 minutes averages) taken in 24 hours have to be
below 150 mg/Nm3.

- For existing installations with a capacity > 6 tonnes per hour the conditions
(850 'C, 2 seconds, 6 YolVo O) will have to be implemented by 1 December
1"996, or at the latest when the furnaces are replaced. The other installations
(capacity <6 tonnes per hour) have until 1 December 1995 to comply with the
following conditions: 850 "C and 6YolVo O, for a sufficiently long time.

EC-guideline [66]
- The values in table 1 are directly valid for new installations with a capacity of

mo¡e than 3 tonnes per hour. Installations with a capacity of more than 1 but
less than 3 tonnes per hour have the following limits: dust 100 mg/Nm3, HCI
100 mg/Nm3, HF 4 mgÀJm3, CO 100 mg/Nm3 and TOC 20 mg/Nm3. In
addition the limits for heavy metals in table 1 apply. Installations smaller than
L tonne per hour have the following limits: dust 200 mg/Nm3, HCI 250
mg/Nm3, CO 100 mglNm3 and TOC 20 mg/1.{m3.

- Existing inslallations larger than 6 tonnes per hour have to comply with the
values in table l starting 01-72-1996. Existing installations with a capacity of
smaller than 6 tonnes per hour have to comply with the limits for new
installations (see above) starting 01-12-2000. By 07-72-1995 th€ existing
installations have to comply with the following limits:

- capacity < 1 tonne/hour: CO 100 mg/Nm3 and dust 500 mg/Nm3;

- capacity > 1 but < 6 tonnes/hour: CO 100 mg/1.{m3 and dust 100 mg/Nm3.

92-30411 12326-23360 14
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For existing installations the conditions 850 "c and 6 volvo o, for at least
2 seconds need only to be fulfilled from the moment the combustor is
modernised.

9o7o of lhe co-measurements in 24 hours have to be below 150 mg/1.{m3. For
existing installations the co-limit of 100 mgIl.{m3 is hourly averaged for
installations larger than 1 tonne per hour and daily averaged for the smaller
ones.

New installations larger than 1 tonne per hour have to monitor the emissions
of dust, CO and HCI and also the Or-concentration and the temperature
continuously. Heavy metals, HF, SO* and TOC are to be measured by
sampling. Small installations (< 1 tonne per hour) have to monitor the
emissions of dust, HCI and CO and the Or-concentration by sampling. The
frequency of the sampling is to be determined by the permitting authorities.
Existing installations have to monitor dust, co and or-concentrations
continuously (>1 tonne/hour) or by sampling (<1 tonne/hour) starting 0l-12-
1995, until the requirements for new installations have to be met (see above).

92-30411 12326-23360 15
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Data per country

In this chapter the data per counfy are presented. This is done with a
similar structure for all the countries:

- amount and composition of Municipal Solid Waste;

- composition of the plastic fraction of MSW;

- treatment schemes of MSW;

- existing MSW combustors;

- future plans or expectations considering the MSW composition and treatment;

- future plans or expectations considering MSW combustion facilities.
For comparison the total overview over Europe is given in the same structure.

In the tables concerning the combustion facilities a lot of abbreviations and
symbols are used. These are explained in the Appendix. In the Appendix also
other abbreviations and a numbe¡ of key words are explained.

The order of the countries is as follows:

5.0 Europe (the countries considered in this study)
5.1 Austria (A)
5.2 Belgium (B)
5.3 Switzerland (CH)
5.4 Germany (D) (former FRG)
5.5 Denmark (DK)
5.6 Spain (E)
5.7 France (F)
5.8 Greece (GR)
s.9 Italy (I)
5.10 Ireland (IRL)
5.11 Luxembourg (L)
5.12 Norway (N)
5.13 Netherlands (NL)
5.14 Portugal (P)
5.15 Sweden (S)
5.16 Finland (SF)
5.17 United Kingdom (UK)
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5.0 Europe

In this study Europe stands for the countries considered in this study:
the EC-member countries plus Austria, Switzerland, Norway, Sweden and
Finland.
In this chapter the totals and averages of all these countries are presented and
compared. This comparison, however, must be made very carefully due to the
differences in definitions of (parts of) the Municipal Solid Waste in the different
countries. Where this plays an important role, however, this will be commented
upon shortly. Details (like the references) can be found in the following chapters
treating the data per country.

5.0.1 Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plastics/etc.) thereof generated in Europe per
year, with elaboration of the plastic fraction

In this study Municipal Solid Waste is generally understood to be the total of:

- household waste;

- bulky waste;

- comparable wastes from small commercial or industrial enterprises;

- market and garden residuals;
as far as it is collected and treated by or for the municipalities. For some countries,
however, the definition of MSV/ is slightly different. In the following chapters the
definition, if known, is given per country.

In Europe a total population of 357 million people is living, producing a total of
140 880 ktonnes of Municipal Solid Waste p€t year. Per capita this is an amount
of 395 kg per year. The total amount of MSW produced in each country is given
in table 5.0.1 as well as the production per capila. Also the composition of the
MSW per country is listed. A mean composition for the whole of Europe is given
as a reference.

From table 5.0.1 it can be seen that the countries with relalively high standards of
living also produce relatively more waste. An exception to this is found in Austria,
Germany and Sweden where on a basis of economy a higher amount of waste
would be expected. In Germany and Sweden prevention of waste is relatively well
established, whereas the low amount in Austria might be due to a difference in
definition.

There are large differences in the composition of the MSW between the different
countries; e.g. between Germany and Austria and Switzerland, countries which
are expected to have comparable standards of living. Nevertheless in Germany
44%o ottha waste is putrescibles/fines and 24Vo is paper, whereas for Austria and
Switzerland these fractions are equally represented at30Vo (table 5.0.1).
Ireland, Greece, Pofugal and Spain are high in putresciblesffines, but for Italy the
putresciblesffines content is on average (for Europe) whereas for France the
lowest content is reported, together with Norway. However, this might be
influenced by some differences in definitions: France and Norway have the lowest
content of putrescibles but also the highest content of miscellaneous. This
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suggests a difference in the definition of the fraction putrescibles/fines between
the countries.

Table 5.0.1 Composition of Municipal Solid Waste per country in Europe. All data consider total MSW per
country (i.e. including separately collected waste, see chapter 2.2)

r) Minimum and maximum encountered, not based on standard deviation

Looking at the percentage of plastic in MSW not very much difference is seen

between the countries (table 5.0.1); most of the countries have a plastic content of
around 7%. Only Switzerland (13%) and Austria, Ireland and Sweden (9-10Vo)
have significantly more plastic in their waste, whereas Portugal (47a) and
Denmark (5%)have relatively low levels of plastic waste. This evenness might be
caused to some extent by the fact that a lot of the analyses are not from recent date,
but from 1984185. Also for 9 out of .l 

7 countries no primary references (report on
the actual analysis; secondary references use data from analyses executed in other
reports, (see chapter 2)) were available, which means it often is not sure whether
the data are actually measured or estimated.
However, if analyses are executed the plastic content of MSW appears to be very
sensitive for the time and place of the analysis. An analysis of MSW in Lausanne
(CH) resulted in a plastic content of 5Vo(!) whereas MSW combustion experts in
Switzerland are convinced the plastic content of the feed of their MSW
combuslors is 13-14Vo. Reports of studies done by EMPA mention plastic

A

B
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D
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E
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I
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L

N
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P
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300
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30
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28
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7
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7

5

7

6

7

7

10

7

7

7

4

9

6

7

7
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10

7

7

9

4

I
12

3

I
3

7

4

7

3

7

4

I

I
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4

4

6

b

5

4

5

4

3

3

4

4

5

4

3

3

I

b

3-9

17

7

13

10

11

12

22

15

20

I
7

28

8

7

11

17

6

13

6-28
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contents of 20% and more [6]. Based on the consumption the plastic content of
MSW should be 7-9Vo, but these values disregard the appearance in MSW of
plastics with relatively long lifetimes. Because this study is focused on MSW
combustion the plastic content is assumed tobe 1,3Vo.

However, in some countries (Belgium, Germany) very soon new analyses will be
executed, so more recent data will be available soon.

Table 5.0.2 shows the composition of the plastic fraction in MSW, for so far
known (no data available on the plastics composition for Greece, Ireland,
Portugal, Sweden and Finland). The main part of the plastics is formed by
polyethylene and polypropylene. The differences in composition between the
countries are not very large.

Table 5.0.2 Composition of the plastics fraction per country (except for Greece,
Ireland, Porugal, Sweden and Finland: no data available)
All values on total amount of plastic per country

The amount of plastics in the waste for Greece, lreland, Portugal, Sweden and Finland
is not included in this total for Europe. lf it were the total amount of plastics in the MSW
would be 9870 ktonnes/year

Municipal Solid Waste treatment schemes (recycling, landfill,
combustion)

All the MSW is disposed of in mainly 4 different ways: combustion,
recycling, landfill and composting. The data in this study do not include the
treatment of residues from composting or combustion. For example: if a certain
amount of residue from combustion is landfilled this amount is not included in the
figure for landfill. This is done for three reasons:

5.0.2
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- First of all it is not known precisely how much residue is generated and what
is done with the residues from combustion or composting: in theory
composted MSW is used as fefülizer whereas in practice it is often landfilled.

- The second reason is that residues from these processes are often considered
chemical or special waste and therefore have to be landfilled on special sites,
separately from regular MS\ry.

- The thi¡d reason is to prevent confusion on the total amount of MSW. In order
to have a good understanding of the combustion and composting capacity the
total amount of the waste which is treated by these processes is mentioned. By
adding the residues of these processes to the other (relevant) treatment
methods the total of MSW treated by combustion, recycling, composting and
landfill would become larger then the total of MsWproduced (the residues are
countsd twice). To avoid this the treatment of the residues is not included in
the data.

However, if the treatment of the residues was included the amount recycled would
increase a little bit, whereas the amount landfilled would increase considerably.
The amounts combusted and composted will stay the same. The amount of waste
treated will become larger then the amount produced, because part of the MSW is
treated twice (first combusted or composted then recycled or landfilled).
Table 5.0.3 gives an overview of how the waste is treated in Europe. The values
for Europe serve as a reference and represent the average for the countries
considered.

The (scarce) information available on Greece did not give any evidence on
combustion, recycling or composting so it was assumed that all the MSW is
landfilled.

From table 5.0.3 it is apparent that the Mediterranean countries (E, GR, I, P) have
a relatively high level of landfill. The same goes for Ireland, the United Kingdom
and Finland.

Furthermore the relatively low level of recycling in Belgium, Luxembourg,
France and Austria are noticeable.
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Table 5.0.3 Treatment of Municipal Solid'Waste per country in Europe
All data (except amount) in WtVo of the total MSW per country

s.0.3 Overview existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in Europe

In Europe the¡e are 358 MS\ü combustors with a nominal capacity of
3 tonnes per hour or more in operation at the time. All together these combustors
have a capacity (based on 7000 hours of operation per year) of 40 050 ktonnes per
year. If this is compared to the total amount of waste which is actually combusted
in Europe (table 5.0.3: 140 880 ktonnes MSW, 24Vo combusted = 33 810 ktonnes
combusted) there is a considerable difference (for explanation see chapter 3.2).

Table 5.0.4 shows in which country the combustors are located and how much of
the total MSW they combuste.

First of all it should be mentioned that the information on the Italian combustors
is not complete. The situation in Italy is very confusing and it is not clear which
installations are in operation and which are not. Fo¡ this overview 16 combustors
are assumed to be in operation. These 16 have a capacity of 1480 ktonnes per year
whereas the total amount of MSW combusted in Italy is 2800 ktonnes per year
(table 5.0.3; see also chapter on Italy).

In table 5.0.4 it can be seen that France owns th€ most combustion facilities by far
(137). However, these 137 combustors are relatively small as they represent 38%
of the number of combustors in Europe but only combuste 26% of the total
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European MS\ry. On the contrary the installations in Germany and The
Netherlands are relatively large: 13vo (Germany) and3vo (The Netherlands) of the
combustors handle respectively 28vo andT% of the European MSw. The average
for The Netherlands is, however, largely influenced by the presence of the worlds
largest MSW combustor: AVR Rotterdam (see chapter on The Netherlands).

Greece, Ireland and Portugal do not have MSW combustors.

1) The information on ltalian combustors is not complete

In Europe most of the combustors recover energy from the flue gases (67Vo by
number representing 83Vo of the MSW combustion capacity). Also this is very
different per country. Surprisingly low is the energy recovery level in the united
Kilgdom. From comparing the percentages based on numbe¡ of installations and
amount of MSW processed it can be concluded that always the combustors which
do recover energy are larger (in average) than the ones which do not.
Table 5.0.5 gives an overview of the level of energy recov€ry per country. The
purpose of the recovered energy is mentioned in detail (as far as known) in the
following chapters per country. In general, however, the Scandinavian countries
use a high percentage of the recovered energy to produce hot water for district
heating whereas the other countries mainly produce steam fo¡ electricity
generation, with or without usage of the remaining ener¿y.

Table 5.0.4 MSW combustors in Europe

lll:!:, ,':

,,rl;1,
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Ofcourse Greece, Portugal and Ireland are excluded from these tables as they do
not have any MSW combustion facilities.

1) The information on ltalian combustors is not complete

Also the way the flue gases are cleaned differs a lot. In table 5.0.6 the flue gas
cleaning used in Europe is showed. For this the installations which have scrubbers
as well as dust removing equipment are only counted to the fraction with
scrubbers. For a number of combustors in France the flue gas cleaning used is not
known; they represent the fractions unknown in table 5.0.6. There a¡e two
combustors without flue gas cleaning: 1 in Spain and 1 in the United Kingdom.

Table 5.0.5 Level of energy recovery in the different countrics in Europe
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Table 5.0.6 Extent of tlue gas cleaning in MSW combustion facilities in Europe

''., 9å

Flue gas cleaning:1)

- unknown
- none
- cyclone
- esp
- fabric filter
- dry scrubber
- semi-dry scrubber
- wet scrubber

3270
60

800

1 4590

100

3220
6380

1 1610

8.2

0.1

2.O

36.4

0.2

8.0

15.9

29.0

76

2

18

121

3

35

31

72

21.2

0.6

5.0

33.8

0.8

9.8

8.7

20.1

Total 40050 100.0 358 100.0

Extended flue gas cleaning:1)

- DeNOx
- active cokes

2130
1 400

5.3

3.5
7

7

2.0

2.O

1) Installations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculated
under the dust removing device, installations which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most installations with scrubbers also have one of the mentioned dust
removal systems. lnstallations which have dust removal devices, scrubbers and
extended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique

From comparing the percentages based on number of installations and amount of
MSW processed it can be concluded that on average the capacity of the
combustors:

- with no flue gas cleaning is relatively small;

- of which the flue gas cleaning system used is unknown is relatively small;

- which use just a fabric filter or just cyclones is relatively small;

- which use wet or semi-dry scrubbers or just an electrostatic precipitator is
relatively large (on average);

- which use dry scrubbers is relatively small.

In table 5.0.7 where the use of scrubbers (total of wet, dry or semi-dry) is given
per country also on the whole the combustors which use scrubbers are relatively
large (on average). An exception is formed by The Netherlands and Belgium. For
The Netherlands this will change soon because scrubbers are planned for all the
installations which do not already have one (see chapter on The Netherlands).
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Table 5.0.7 Extent to which scrubbers are used in the flue gas cleaning of MSW
combustors per country

1) The information on ltalian combustors is not complete

5.0.4 Emission guidelines

The emission guidelines are explained in chapter 4.

5.0.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

All of the information available (some information was available for
each country except for Portugal) on future plans and expectations on MS\#
management contained the expression of preferences to prevention, material
recycling, energy recycling and safe disposal in that order. All countries are trying
to reduce the amount of landfill, by first of all increasing recycling and after that
increasing combustion. As packaging waste represents a large fraction of the
waste a lot of projects and regulations concern the increased recycling of
packaging waste. In some countries (The Netherlands, Belgium) there are
voluntary agreements between the government and the packaging industry to
reduce the amount of packaging used and increase the recycling of packaging
waste. In Germany this is not a voluntary agreement but it is regulated by law, and
the same approach is considered in France. Also the European Community has set
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5.0.6

up a number of targets for packaging waste, which is due to be adopted early 1993.
The main points are as follows;

- 90 wtvo of the packaging waste shall be removed from the waste stream to be
recovered and 60 wtvo of each material used shall be removed to be recycled
(excluding energy recycling) within 10 years.

- As from 01-01-2000 any packaging which is not reusable nor recoverable will
be banned.

- The quantity of packaging used must be minimized as well as the use of
hazardous substances or heavy metals.

what the composition of the MSW will be in future is not known. The general
expectations are that the heating value of MSril will increase in future, because of
a decrease in the putrescibles content of MSW. More and more putrescibles are
separately collected and composted. Besides that paper and plastics are expected
to increase as a consequence of growing economical and technical level.

Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
combustors, retrofits, closing

As to combustion facilities there is also a lot of uncertainty. Most
countries have plans for extension of the combustion capacity but in a numbe¡ of
countries (among others Germany and The Netherlands) the opposition from the
public and from environmental groups is getting so strong that plans are
posþoned or even cancelled. Even if there is in principle no opposition to new
combustion plants there still are enormous difficulties in finding suitable locations
('NIMBY'= Not In My Back Yard).

However, the lack of other solutions (presently available) will make the
construction of new MSrw combustors inevitable. Especially because due to
stricter regulations old combustors will be shut down. others will be retrofitted
with flue gas cleaning techniques or improved process control systerns.

All countries (which have combustors) expect the combustion capacity to grow in
the next two decades.
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5.1

s.1.1

Austria

Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paperþlastics/etc.) thereof generated in Austria per
year, with elaboration of the plastic fraction

Austria has a population of 7.6 million people which produce around
2800 ktonnes of Municipal Solid Waste per year, which is around 370 kg per
capita per year. This MSW consists of household, bulky and trade waste. The
composition of this MSW is given in table 5.1.1.

Data of MSW in Austria over the last years show an increase in total amount. This
is not just an increase in waste produced because these data are influenced by a
change in definition of MSV/ in Austria, which took place in 1985. Before that
MSW was considered to be household waste alone. After 1985 also bulky and
trade waste was included in the term MSW.
But the main reason is a more efficient collection of especially bulky and trade
waste.

Table 5.1.1 Total amount and composition of Municipal Solid Wast
generated in Austrin per year (1990)

[7,9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 16]

In Austria 250 ktonnes/year plastics waste arise in household waste (including
plastics arising in textiles, composite products and so on). Table 5.1.2 shows a

distribution of this 250 ktonnes over the main plastics.
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Table 5.1.2 Comytsition of the plastics fraction ín the
Municipal SolidWaste ínAustria (1988) [18]

5.1.2 Municipal Solid \üaste treatment schemes
(recycling, landfill, combustion)

Table 5.1.3 shows how the MSW in Austria is managed.

Table 5.1.3 Municipal Solil Waste treatment per category
inAustria (1990) [7, 12, 16]

In general, recycling of different materials is well established and enforced in
Austria. Especially waste paper and waste glass are collected systematically
around the whole country. Some other materials are collected locally, like scrap
metal or plastic foils. But the collection level is rather low (table 5.1.3).

5.1.3 Overview existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in Austria

At the moment there are 2 MSW operators working in Austria. They
both are located in Wien. There used to be a third combustor in Wels but this is
not in operation any more. A completely new combustor as part of a \¡/aste
managem€nt system is being build at the same location in Wels. The technical
data on these combustors are given in table 5.1.4.
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The total combustion capacity of the two combustors currently in operation is
336 ktonnes per year(actually combusted amount: 300 ktonnes per year). Both
combustors use an extended flue gas cleaning system, and recover energy for
electricity production and dist¡ict heating. In table 5.1.5 some relative data are
extracted from table 5.1.4.

Table 5.1.5 Extent of energy recovery and flue gas cleaning in
MSW combustion facilities in Austria

1) lnstallations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculated
under the dust removing device, installations which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most installations with scrubbers also have one of the ment¡oned dust
removal systems. lnstallations which have dust removal devices, scrubbers and
extended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique

The residues from these combustors are currently being landfilled. Several
treatment processes for these residues are at the moment being investigated. First
aim is to treat the residues in such a way that safe disposal in landfills can be
guaranteed. Secondly among others at the university of Vienna processes are
developed to reuse (fractions oQ the residues (mainly in road construction) [19].

No information is available on the emission monitoring and the amount of energy
which is actually recovered.

Energy recovery:

Yes

-No
336 100 2 100

Total 336 100 2 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

unknown

none

cyclone

esp

fabric filter

- dry scrubber

- semi-dry scrubber

- wet scrubber 336 100 2 100

Total 336 100 2 100

Extended flue gas cleaning:1)

DeNOx

active cokes

336 100 2 100
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5.1.4 Emission guidelines

The Austrian emission guideline (Luftreinhalteverordnung; LRV
1989) is one of the strictest in Europe. In chapter 4 all the emission guidelines are
compared.

5.1.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (rccycling, etc,)

In Austria the total amount of MSW is expected to grow according to
the economical growth rute: 2Vo per year. The Austrian government have
expressed the generally accepted intentions to promote prevention and increase
recycling.

A similar development as in Germany is going on in Austria on the recycling of
packagings. According to the German model of 'duales Entsorgungssystem, an
association of bottlers has formed a company of its own, the ARGEV, with the
goal to build up a collection system for waste packaging from their members [20].

A regulation has been sent out requiring the following recovery rates for glass and
cans (refilling and recycling) [26]:
Beer 9ÙVoby 1992 90%by 1993
Carbonates 6o%oby 1992 8Ù%by 1993
Juices ZíVoby 1992  ÙVoby 1993
From April 7991 all one way glass, plastic and metal beverage packs (other than
fo¡ milk and wine) are bearing a waste management contribution of öS 0.5 (up to
1 litre) or ÖS 1 (arger sizes), Refillable PET is subject to a mandatory deposit of
ÖS +. 1r ÖS is approx. 0.15 DM or 0.09 $)

In Austria 250 ktonnes/year plastics waste arise in household waste (including
plastics arising in textiles, composite products and so on). Estimates are that at the
maximum 160 ktonnes/year can be recycled. The plastic waste production, before
recycling, is estimated to grow quicker than the total amount of MSW: 4Vo per
yeaf.

5.1.6 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
combustors, retrofits, closing

As already mentioned a new combustor will come into operation in
1994. The two combustors which are operating right now will remain open. The
total capacity then will be 396 ktonnes/year. In the new combustor the energy is
recovered for electricity production and district heating, the same as in the two
existing installations. This new combustor (located in or near Wels) will have an
extended flue gas cleaning system with a wet scrubber and a DeNOx-installation
like the two existing combustors. In addition an active cokesfilter is used. One of
the existing installations (Flötzersteig) is performing pilot scale tests with this
technique. It is not known whether, after testing, the technique will be applied.
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5.2

5.2.1

Belgium

Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plastics/etc.) thereof generated in Belgium per
yea4 with elaboration of the plastic fraction

There are 9.9 million Belgians living in Belgium, divided over three
parts: Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels. They produce 3500 ktonnes MSW per
year which consists of household and bulky waste. (The reference used does not
give a clear definition of MSW). Per capita this means 352kgMSW produced per
year. The composition of this MSW is given in table 5.2.1.

Table 5.2.1 Totel amount and composition of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in Belgium per year (1990)

[7,9, 10, 16,21, 28, 49]

The last analysis of Municipal Solid Waste took place in 1985/1986 .lnlate 1992
again an analysis will take place. The average percentage of plastic in MSW is 7%
(weight). This amount is split up in table 5.2.2.
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Table 5.2.2 Composition of the plastics fraction in the
Munícipal Solid Waste in Belgium (1984) [53]

PElPP

PVC

PS

PET

Other

Total

170

30

40

10

10

260

66

10

16

4

4

100

Recycling

Composting

Landfill

Combustion

Total

100

0

1 500

1 900

3500

3

0

43

54

100

s.2.2 Municipal Solid \{aste treatment schemes (recycling, landfill,
combustion)

Since 1981 there has been continued devolution of responsibility for
environmental matters to the three regions, Flanders, Wallonia and Brussels. The
regional governments control emissions to air and water, the treatment and
disposal of waste, and (since 1988) the implementation of EC Directives [20].

Regionally, Flanders is generally seen to be more advanced than either Wallonia
or Brussels. Flanders currently levies a tax on waste disposal, which is likely to
encourage similar measures in Wallonia and Brussels.
This charge was instituted in 1987 and updated 1 January 1990. It is
approximately 50Vo of disposal cost but depends on the type ofwaste. The funds
generated go towards environmental purposes as OVAM (The Public Company
of Wastes) and waste water treatment.

Table 5.2.3 Municipal Solid Waste treatment in Belgium
(1990) [16,21,28]

Recycling is done in some projects on a stand-alone basis. There is no overall
strategy and many of these projects are executed from private initiatives.
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Solvay collects PVC bottles in 160 municipalities [54]. volunteers collect the
bottles. In 16 municipalities plastic bottles are collected in containors at several
collection points throughout the city. The collected material is recycled. ECo
recycling recycles 3 ktonnes ofall kind ofplastics per year to produce for instance
garden fences and such. The production will be expanded to 5 ktonnes per year

[ss].

All municipal waste in Brussels is combusted,
In wallonia the percentage landfill is higher and combustion is lower relative to
Flanders.

Overview existing Municipal Solid Waste combustor-s in Belgium

In Belgium 25 MS\il combustors with a capacity of 3 tonnesÂu or mor€
are in operation at the moment: 20 in Flanders, f- in Brussels and 4 in wallonia
(table 5.2.4) These combustors combusted 1900 ktonnes MSW in 1990, though
their design capacity (capacity per hour * 7000 hours per year) is approximately
2240 ktonnes per year. In table 5.2.5 the percentage of the installations which use
energy recovery or flue gas cleaning is calculated from the values in table 5.2.4.
The same is done for the amount of waste processed in these combustors, based
on the design capacity.

5.2.3
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Table 5.2.5 Extent of energy recovery and flue gas cleaning in MSW
combustion facilities in Belgium

1) lnstallations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculated
under the dust removing device, installations which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most installations with scrubbers also have one of the ment¡oned dust
removal systems. lnstallations which have dust removal dev¡ces, scrubbers and
e)dended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique

From this table the following is apparent:

- The 44Vo oflhe installations, where energy is recovered, represent 62Vo ofthe
Belgian MSW combustion capacity. This means that these are relatively large
installations.

- The combustors which use dry scrubbers to clean the flue gases are relatively
small (12Vo of the installations represent 7Vo of the MSìW combustion
capacity).

- The installations with just cyclones for flue gas cleaning have a relatively low
capacity (9Vo of the combustors represent 3% of the MSW combustion
capacity)).

- Only 23Vo of the flue gases from MSW combustion is cleaned in scrubbers.

It is not known what is done with the residues from Belgian MSVy' combustors.
Probably most of it is landfilled.

q,

l::iji::::.::äi:Hii::il::::::::::tîffi
Energy recovery:

Yes

No

1 390

850

62

38

11

14

44

56

Total 2240 100 25 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

unknown

none

cyclone

esp

fabric filter
dry scrubber

- semi-dry scrubber
wet scrubber

70

1 670

150

350

3

75

7

16

2

16

3

4

I
64

12

't6

Total 2240 100 25 100

Extended flue gas cleaning:1)

- DeNOx

- active cokes
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5.2.4

No information on the emission monitoring or the actually recovered amount of
energy is available. Little is known on steam parameters. In general MSW
combustors which recover enefgy for electricity generation produce steam with
350-360 "C and 34-35 bar. Hot water boilers produce steam of circa 20 bar and
220-230"C.

Emission guidelines

The current Belgian emission guideline dates back from 1982
(chapter 4). The demands on emission reduction according to this guideline are
very low compared to the others. Very soon, however, the emission guidelines
will be updated and the MSW combustors will have to comply with the EC
guidelines. For combustors with a capacity over 30 tonnss per hour stricter limits
are proposed, comparable to the German guidelines (see chapter 4).

5.2.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

In Flanders recently a voluntary agreement has been closed between
the secretary of environment and the plastics industry (the same approach as the
Liquid Containers Directive 1985) that covers all packaging waste [55]. It consists
of a prevention, re-use, recycling concept and setting up a packaging database.
The industry undertakes to develop and implement environmentally friendly
production processes, continue to lightweight packaging, remove any pollutants
and incorporate recyclability into packaging design.
North of Brussels a pilot project will be started (500, 000 inhabitants) early next
year, to be evaluated in 1995 [55]. It is an agreement of the recovery of plastic
packaging. The Government handles the collection, the industry has a

commitment to buy and recycle the plastic waste. Nutrition industries and
distribution also contribute to this project. Funding of this project will be done by
a sort of tax on every plastic packaging product.
In general the objective is to stop landfilling packaging waste by the year 1995, to
encourage waste prevention and develop material recycling [26].

Brussels and Wallonia have drawn up their own (joint) packaging waste program.
It sets a recovety target for each packaging material of 70Vo by the year 2000.
Within this 70Vo,6OVo of the plastics are to be recycled (30Vo by 1995) 1261.

Increase of combustor plants is hold back by public opinion. In future the main
strategy of reducing waste will be by prevention and recovery. Very ambitious
targets are set in the MINA-plan [28] (plan for Environment and Nature in
Flanders) concerning prevention and recycling:

- prevention, causing a decrease in total MSV/ of 87o inI995;
- 40Vo decrease in packaging waste in 1995, and 80Vo in20}0;
- 30Vo recycling in 1995;

- combustion of the rest: landfilling only the waste which cannot be combusted.
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In Wallonia voluntary agreements with the industry are discussed to reduce waste
generation.

overall aims are to decrease landfilling from707o in 1990 (lower than for the total
of Belgium) to 40vo in 1995 and 1o7o in 2000. Recycling will have to take care of
22% oflhe household waste by the year 2000 1261.

5.2.6 Futurr perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
combustors, retroFrts, closing

All the MSW combustors currently in operation in Flanders are being
shut down one by one in between now and 2010. They will be replaced by 5 or 7
large combustors which will have to combust the waste of an entire district.
At the moment a proposal [56] has been set up to form a basis for discussion on
where the combustors will be situated and with what capacity. No information
besides the emission guidelines, is known yet on the technical level of the
equipment used for the combustion.
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5.3.1

Switzerland

Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paperiplastics/etc.) thereof generated in Switzerland
per yea4 with elaboration of the plastic fraction

5.3

In Switzerland live 6.7 million people, producing the highest amount
(550 kg) of MSW per capita per year. In total this adds up to 3700 ktonnes per
year for the whole of Switzerland. Table 5.3.1 shows the composition of this
MSW which is assumed to consist of household, bulky and t¡ade waste.

Table 5.3.1 Total amount and composition of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in Switzerland per year (1990)

[7, g, 10, 16, 57, 59,59]

lã!üi:

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Textiles
Miscellaneous

Total

1110

1 150

480

260

220
110

370

3700

30

31

13

7

6

3

10

100

There is discussion over the amount of plastic in the Swiss MSw. An analysis of
the Secretary of Environmenl is 13Vo, but this is too high compared to the
consumption. Estimates based on consumption [60] give 7 -9vo plastics However,
Swiss cornbustion experts write and talk about the consequences of the high
plastic cont€nt of the MSW in Switzerland, which they set al l3-I4% I47 , 6I, 62].
Recent analyses of MSW by EMPA report plastic contents of more fhan2\Vo 16l.
The definitions of MSW belonging to those data is not known, however. rWe

assumed the plastics content to be approximately 137o (table 5.3.1) which amount
is split up in table 5.3.2.
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Table 5.3.2 Composition of the plastics fractian in the Municipal
Solid Waste in Switzerland (1990)

PE/PP

PVC

PS

Other (PET incl.)

Total

290 - 340

25-70
50-70
50 - 100

420 - 580

60-70
5 - 15

10-15
10-20

120

s.3.2 Municipal Solid Waste treatment schemes (recycling, landfill,
combustion)

Swiss environmental protection legislation is framed in a Federal Law
which took effect in 1985. To date ordinances have been issued covering policy
for air, environmentally hazardous substances, waste treatment, soil pollution,
noise and transport of special wastes [20].

Based on the law relating to the protection of the environment the Technical
Ordinance on Wast€s (December 1990) contains general technical and
administrative prescriptions on the collection, recycling and treatment of wastes.
In 1986 the Federal Commission for Waste Management published principles for
the treatment and disposal of waste for the near future ('Guidelines for Waste
Management in Switzerland', June 1986). The goals of these guidelines are
transposed into concrete prescriptions in the technical ordinance on wastes. The
main points are [58]:

- Reuse/Recycling have priority to combustion and deposition. As far as

possible/practical the waste has to be separated. If possible the separated
fractions have to be ¡eused.

- All non reusable, combustible waste has to be combusted in appropriately
equipped facilities with recovery of energy.

- Non reusable, non combustible waste has to be transformed into a chemically
stable, water insoluble form consisting of inorganic material.

- Standards for waste treatment plants and landfills.

- Prescriptions governing the operation of treatment plants and landfills.

- Planning and authorization procedures.

Until recently waste management and disposal was poorly regulated and operated
on an ad hoc, fragmented basis at the Cantonal level. Waste disposal has depended
on landfill and export [20].
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Table 5.3.3 Municipal Solid Waste treatment per category
inSwitzerland (1990) [7,9, 10, 76, 57, 58,63]

Recycling in Switzerland mainly consists of glass and paper. Only recently the
amount which is composted has increased.

Overview existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in
Switzerland

In Switzerland 30 MSW combustors with a design capacity of 3
tonnes/hr or more are in operation at the time. Table 5.3.4 gives detailed
information on every one of them. How many of these installations is equipped
with energy recovery or flue gas cleaning is calculated in table 5.3.5. Also the
amount of waste which is combusted in these installations is given. Combinations
of scrubbers and dust removing equipment are only counted to the scrubbers.

5.3.3
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Table 5.3.4 Municipal Solid Waste combustors in Switzerland 1991 lgr
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IS
ø9çø
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ß

Incln.Ea¿or
Èyp€ LocrÈlon

SÈar¿-up Chutss Mqufrcture¡
y€ar

Blotglo
B¡1t-Glls
8Ìütt-BI€I
Buchs AG

Buchs SG

ColonbIo¡
Dletlton
Eefenhofon
HInwll
Horgen
Klrchberg
La Chaur d€ Fonds
Lausann6
Locamo
Lurêm
Month6y
M¡llhelD
Nl€d€tu¡nsn
OffÌInten
Slon
S¿. callsn
1¡lmls
lurgI
¡llnt€!thi¡r
Z:mc¡-È
Zuchwll (E¡mÉnsplÈz)
Zü!:.h/Ertnholz
Zilrlch/Jo¿¡f¡ù¡a¡¡e

vû RoII, M¡rùtn
von RoIl
von RoII
D€ Bàltolm.l!
K+K

von RoII; K+N

AlberÈl Fonser; MarÈIn
Alba¡tI Fonser
ALbortl Fonser
Sulz6r/MarÈIn
ALb€sÈl-Fonser
MartIn
K+K

Martln

von RolI
De Ba¡lolmolg

Refsr€nca

16, 17,37,38
L6,71 ,\5,4''
16,17
16, 17

16, 17,38
t6,1'
16, 17

16,17, {5
L6,t7
16,r7
t6,77
16, 1'
16,71 ,45
16, l7
16,17
t6,17 ,37
16,17
L6,t7 ,47
16,11
16,17
t6,t7
16,lt
t6,77
16 , 17 ,38
16 , 1t ,38
16, 17 , 38
16 ,11
16, 17

L6,tt,45,47
16,17
16. lt,39. at

Tno zo/05/92

Unlt câprclty lobrl crpaclty Dnorty Stsü FIue gas Roarl
lton/h!l ltnlÈr f L¿on/yr¡ [Èm,/hrl systÐ f bârl ['Cl clculne
2,6,La2O 3 2Ll 32 Y ep,i
2.8.3,2.12.5 I 210 {1.6 Y ep,r f6cr SCR tephnd
2.9,8 2 124 19.6 hç,€l ep
212.3 2 36 4.6 N sp
3.5, tl.A. 2 26 3-5 N €p, i
5,0, 3.5 2 43 8.5 Y op, r I unlÈ on duty
312.9, 8.3 4 84 17 hw sp, ,
5.0,8.3,11.4, 3 60 13.3 eL sp,i
2*3.6 2 45 7.2 øL op,,
2,1,.6, 0.6 3 25 3.8 hr .p ftc: lcrubber pluned/belng bullÈ
2iâ.2 2 28 8.4 N sp
4.3, 1.4 2 12.3 11.7 el €p fBc: lcrubbor plamod/belDt butlt
7.4, 3.8 2 32 Lt.z Y ep, ,
3*3.5 3 54.1 7Y €p ftc:Bcrubb€rDluod,/b.tntbull¿
2t3 2 29 6Y sp,,
2+2.8 2 52 5.6 61 €p, ,
2*1.6 2 20 3.2 N ep
2116,19 3 68 5l el €p, i pllot-pl¡nt, nz
Z*, 2 63 14 €l €p fgc: scrubber plam.d/b€lnt butlt
4, 3.6 z 35 7.6 N €p Energy recovery udår consld.Eatlon
4.0, 9.0 2 45 13 Y 6p, ,
3.3, 3.6 2 34 6-9 hç €p ftc: lc¡ubb.r plm€d/beln! bultt
1r3, lr4 2 45 7 N op fgc: rcrubber Dtmod/bslng bullt,
3.3, 3.5 2 61 6.8 Y !, €p
2'4.4 2 42 8.8 N op, r
2t3.6, 5.8 3 70 13 hr sp, r
12.5 L 9) 1:,5 Y ep fgc: rcrubber phmod,/b€lnB butlt
1.3 r- 4-g 1.3 I op
ztlo.O Z LíO AO €l,hr ep,r,nz E90 3rd wl¿; n2 Ia ,'plloÈplant,,
1115.2,1113,0 2 214 28.2 cL At {20 cp,r pltoÈ SCR-pLut,
lr15.2 I ll0 15.2 Y 40 tZO ¡,.p,Dl

1

1
'1

1

1

1

I
1

1

I
1

1

1

I
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

L

1

1

I
1

I
I
I
1

I

A116-lå Vlllo (cenqvÊ) 1966
Brs€l 1944 E65,69
Be¡n 1954 E76;M65

L97 4

l97L
196A 876
1974 E84

L975 E82
l97t
L97t
197 4

L97t 876
1968 M74

7976 E84

7972
1958

1969

1971 E83 von Roll-
L97 6

r97 4

1973

i97 4

Ds Bartol@qls
ALbe¡tl,-Fons6r
von RolI
OFAG, Bucklu-Wolf

i.o7! Etl De Blr¿ol@ls
79ì2 281: M87 von Roll
t97 5 Albert!-Fon!!r
1970 E83 ALbelt.I-FonBrt
1965 El7 von RoII; Mrr¿In
l96a Mrrtln
1976 M8t von RotI
1969 YIEZ l,laltln; tttE
t978 MrrÈln

Explanation in appendix, page 5
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Table 5.3.5 Extent of energt recovery and tlue gas cleaning in MSW
combustùn facilities in Switzerland

1) lnstallations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculated
under the dust removing device, installations which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most installations with scrubbers also have one of the mentioned dust
removal systems. lnstallations which have dust removal devices, scrubbers and
extended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique

From table 5.3.5 it is apparent that the combustors which do not recover the
energy are relatively small. Furthermore only slightly more than half the
combustors clean their flue gases with a (mainly wet) scrubber.

The bottom-ash from MSW combustion is partly reused in road construction and
partly landfilled (normal landfill). The fly ashes and flue gas cleaning residues are
to bs solidified before landfilling in a sanitary landfill (especially for toxic waste).
However, still some combustion residues end up in ordinary landfills which are

not well suited for this.

No information on the emission monitoring or the actually recovered amount of
en€rgy is available. Little is known on steam parameters. In general steam
parameters are said to be 42bar and 400 "C, and approximately l5Vo of Ihe energy
content ofthe waste is recovered [61].

il

i:i!i:i¡i:ääiai!:iiã:i :-

Energy recovery:

Yes

No

2560

300

89

11

23

7

77

23

Total 2860 100 30 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

unknown

none

cyclone

esp

fabric filter

dry scrubber
semi-dry scrubber
wet scrubber

1310

50

1 500

46

2

52

16

1

13

53

3

43

Total 2860 100 30 100

Extended flue gas cleaning:1)

- DeNOx

- active cokes

250 I 2 7
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5,3,4 Emission guidelines

Swiss guidelines set the emission limits for MSW combustion a little
higher than the Germans do, except for NO*. The limits, however, are
considerably lower than the EC-regulations (see chapter 4).

5.3.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

There is an agreement between government and industry to ban PVC
from short life applications. PVC bottles for mineral water, alcohol-free beer and
soft drinks have been replaced by glass bottles (this has inc¡eased the waste stream
on weight basis). By the end of 1993 90Vo of the beverage containers for the
mentioned drinks should be refillable or recyclable [26].
The average plastic consumption growth is 7.2Vo a year. Iægislation has no
influence on plastic consumption (except PVC).
Switzerland has no plastics manufacturing industries (except PVC) therefore
legislation requiring return systems is not possible, prohibition will be the answer.
However, plans exist to buy recycling plants abroad (for instance an EVC plant)

[60].

In 1995 only chemically inert material will be landfilled. Putrescibles may not
exceed 5%. Combustion capacity will increase slightly. An increase in recycling
is required.

Governmental plans exist for putting a recycling tax on several products [60]:
Al-industry 0.05 sFr (Swiss Francs) per can.

batteries 0.02 - 0.03 sFr.
refrigerator 60-70SF¡.
cars 100 dollars (around 140 sFr).
plastics soon to be several centimes (0.01 SFÐ per kilo.
The taxes will be used to fund recycling plants.

According to the Government in the near future30-35Vo of the total MSW arising
has to be recycled, buf 207o seems attainable. The Government has also plans to
build specific plastic waste combustors in the next L0 years.
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Table 5.3.6 Expected treatment schemes of Municipal Solid
Waste in Switzerland in the year 2000 [57, 58]

Future penpectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
combustors, retrofits, closing

In table 5.3.4 it can be seen that a lot of combustors which do not use
scrubbers at the tirne are planning to retrofit their installation with scrubbing
equipment. Due to the low NO*-emission limit in the new Swiss 2guideline
(80 mgtlllm3) a lot of combustors are also planning to build DeNOx-installations.

Switzerland is building 1 new combustor near the city of Geneva. This will be in
operation in 1993.

5.3.6
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5.4

5.4.1

Germany

Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paperþlastics/etc.) thereof generated in Gemany
per yeâr, with elaboration of the plastic fraction

In Germany (former'West-Germany or FRG) 61.1 million people live,
which is the largest population of the countries considered in this study. A lot has

changed in Germany since the reunification with the former East-Germany
(DDR) but not much information is available on the eastern part of the new
Germany yet. Therefore this part is left out in this study. (From now on Germany
is considered to be the former West-Germany).

In Germany 25000 ktonnes of MSlil is produced overy year, which is around 410
kg per capita per year. Municipal Solid Waste is in Germany considered to be
household and bulky waste and around 50Vo of the trade waste. As one of the few
countries Germany succeeds to keep the amount of household waste nearly
constant: from 1979 to 1985 there even was a decline in the amount of waste
produced of 5 WtVo [64, 67]. Table 5.4.1 shows the main components of the
German MSW.

Table 5.4.1 Total amount and composition of Municipal
Solid Waste generated in Germany per year (1990)

[7,9, 10, 16,67]

ffi

:.:i:i ri:i

: ii:.:i::iil

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Textiles

Miscellaneous

Total

11000

6000

1 750

2250
1 500

500

2000

25000

44

24

7

9

6

2

8

100

Since 1984 no analysis has been done on the plastics fraction of household waste.
All more recent numbers (like the ones in Table 5.4.2) are estimates [68].
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5.4.2

Table 5.4.2 Composition of the phsrtcs fraction in the

Municipal Solid Waste treatment schemes
(recycling, landfi ll, combustion)

About 25 million tonnes of municþal wastes are to be disposed off
annually in Germany. Packaging wastes compose up to 5OVo in volume and3\Vo
in weight of this. 36Vo of the municipal wastes is combusted ,2Vo composted, 16Vo

recycled and the rest is landfilled. It is estimated that in 1995, given a continuous
waste generation, about 50Vo of the current landfill capacity in Germany will be
used up. New sites will not be available at that point of time.

The waste management in Germany is based on the following sequence [24]:
- avoidance of waste;

- material recovery and reuse of waste incl. wrappings;

- treatment (thermal) of the remaining waste and residues from waste recovery
combined with energy recovery;

- reuse or dumping of the treated, mineralized, inorganic residues from waste
and waste treatment.

Table 5.4.3 Municipal SolidWaste treatment per category
inGermany (1990) [7,9, 10, 16,24,67,71]

Municipal Solid Waste in Germany (1989) [69, 70]

PE/PP

PVC

PS

PET

Other

Total

1140

175

260

90

90

1750

65

10

15

5

5

100
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s.4.3 Overview existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in Gennany

In Germany 47 MSW combustors are in operation (table 5.4.4). There
are no combustors with a capacity under 3 tonnes pet hour. All of the combustors
have energy recovery and clean their flue gases with scrubbers. The total design
capacity of the combustors is 11230 ktonnes/year although only 9000
ktonnes/year is in fact combusted [31]. Wet scrubbers are the most often applied
(table 5.4.5). At the time the fi¡st extended flue gas cleaning techniques like
DeNOx and active cokes adsorption are installed. Some a¡e operating abeady,
some more are planned.
The purpose of the energy recovery is also given in table 5.4.5.

TabLe 5.4.5 Extent of energy recovery and flue gas cleaning in MSW combustion

facilities in Germany

lnstallations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculated
under the dust removing device, installations which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most installations with scrubbers also have one of lhe mentioned dust
removal systems, lnstallations which have dust removal devices, scrubbers and
e).tended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique
One small installation (35 ktonnes/year) applies active cokes adsorption also to reduce
NOr. This is not implied in the data for 'DeNOx' but only in the data for 'active cokes'.

& :i:iii;.".,,:

lt:!i::,1::.:::a:::| :,a::

Energy recovery:

Yes

-No
11230 100 47 100

Total 11230 100 47 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

- unknown

- none

cyclone
esp

- fabric filter

- dry scrubber

- semi-dry scrubber

- wet scrubber

1 180

4290

5760

11

38

51

7

14

26

15

30

55

Total 11230 100 47 100

Extended flue gas cleaning:1)

- DeNOx2)

- active cokes

1790

1 180

16

11

5

b

11

13
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Most of the recovered energy is used for electricity production with usage of
remaining heat (combined heat & power). In table 5.4.6 the purpose of the energy
recovery is given. The actual recovered amount is not known per installation but
the average amount recovered is:

- if only electricity is produced: 7.7-1.4 G/tonnes MSW;

- combined heat and power: 4.5-6.1GÍtonnes MSW.
Related to an average heating value of 8 MJ/kg for regular MSW, this would mean
energy recovery efficiencies of 14-18Vo (iust electricity) and 56-76Vo (combined
heat and power), which are cornmonly accepted values.

From the residues of MSW combustion 80Vo of the bottom-ash is roused. The
remaining 20Vo, as well as fly-ash and flue gas cleaning residues, is landfilled in
different landfill sites. Depending on the composition and the leaching behaviou¡
there are several classes of landfill. Bottom-ash is usually landfilled in normal
landfill spaces, fly-ash in specially cared landfills (mono-fills: only one kind of
waste in a landfill space) and flue gas cleaning ¡esidues in special landfills
underground.

No information is available on emission monitoring applied in German MS\W
combustors.

Emission guidelines

The German emission guideline for MSW combustors (l7.BImSchG)
is internationally recognized as one of the strictest existing guidelines. Only the
Dutch guideline has lower limits for some of the components (dust, NO*, SO,) and
equal limits for the rest, except for the total of heavy metals other than Hg and Cd
(see chapter 4).

5.4.4

Table 5.4.6 Purpose ofenergy recovery inGermany
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s.4.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (rrccycling, etc.)

Germany intends to keep the total amount of waste constant, like they
did the last few years. To realise this prevention is promoted strongly. Besides that
landfill is to be reduced and for that recycling (especially packaging waste) and
combustion are to be increased.
For example: 80Vo of primary plastic waste must be recovered, and 80Vo of this
(or 64% total) must be recycled into material [72].

For the packaging waste minister Töpfer has introduced a directive which is put
into practice in the so-called 'Dual System'. This system puts full responsibility
for the reuse or recycling ofprimary and secondary packaging outside the public
waste disposal system to the private industry (raw material producers, converters,
merchants and distribution). Besides putting the responsibility with the private
industry a number of collection and sorting quota are defined with realisation
dates [73]:
- Starting 1-1-93 at least 50Vo of all packaging arc to be collected by the Dual

System. From 1-7-95 this must have increased Io 9OVo.

- By 1-7-95 90Vo of all the glass, aluminium and ferrous materials in packaging
and SOVo of all the other packaging materials have to be sorted. A first step
towards these percentages has to be reached by l-1,-93, with sorting
percentages between 30 and 7OVo, depending on the material.

- There is an obligation to recycle all sorted materials as secondary raw
materials. Combustion as an option for lreatment is excluded.

- The present returnable bottle systems are maintained at the same level. The
percentage returned bottles may not drop below 72Vo, except for milk (17Vo

lower limit).

The Dual system is not entirely succesful yet. The collection is working well, but
the recycling processes are a bit behind in development.

Other aspects/effects of the 'Töpfer-law' are 126,721:

- Since 1-12-7991transportation packaging must be collected and reclaimed by
pro ducers/distributors.

- Starting from 1-4-1992 the consumer is permitted to leave secondary
packaging at the point of sale. January 1993 the retailers are obliged to collect
primary sales packaging within or in the immediate locality of the stores. This
material is then to be reclaimed.

- From January 1993 a mandatory deposit of 50 pfg is to be charged for
beverage containers larger than 200 ml, washing agents and detergent
containers more than 200 ml and for emulsion paints containers by 1995.

The regulations under the 'Töpfer-law' will in the near future (199213) be

expanded with the following regulations [26]:

- All fast food is to be packed in bio-degradable packaging material.

- Ecologically questionable packaging materials will be banned.

- Beverage container recycling quotas will be redefined.
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5.4.6 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
combustors, retrofits, closing

In Germany at first the total capacify of MStil combustion was to be
expanded enormously. From todays operating 47 installations, which dispose of
the waste o135Vo of the population, the total number had been planned to grow to
84 installations combusting the MSW from 65% of the Germans by the year 2OO0

(15000 ktonnes per year in total). This original plan has been altered because of
enormous opposition from the public, led by the environmental groups (Die
Grünen). What the capacity will be in future is not sure.

In table 5.4.4 aheady a lot of plans to extend the flue gas cleaning systems of
existing installations are mentioned. Besides that a number of new MSW
combustors are being planned or built:

- In Bonn a new MSW combustor has started operation in April 1992. lt is
equipped with an extended flue gas system: esp, sptay dry adsorber, wet
scrubber, SNCR-DeNOx, dry scrubber with active cokes injection and a fabric
filte¡.

- In Burgkirchen a combustor with a capacity of 40 tonnss per hour (2 units) is
being built. This installation is equipped with: electrostatic precipitator, wet
scrubber, SCR-DeNOx and a fabric filter with active cokes injection,

- In Schweinfurt an MSW combustor is being built in combination with a coal-
fired power station. The MSW part is equipped with a K+K-moving grate and
also burns sewag€ sludge. The flue gas cleaning system consists of: a cyclone,
spray dry absorber, fabric filter with active cokes injection, wet scrubber and
possible SNCR-DeNOx. The waste capacity will be 24 tonnes per hour (3
units) and the steam production will be 22.7 tonnes per hour (65 bar, 450 "C).

- The installation in Berlin (Ruhleben) will be extended with a fluidized bed
combustor with a capacity of 8.5 tonnes per hour. Steam of 470 "C and 75 bar
will be generated. The flue gas cleaning system will consist of a cyclone, spray
dry absorber, fabric filter and a wet scrubber.

- In UlmAileißenhorn an MSW combustor with a capacity of 13 tonnes per hour
(2 units) is coming into operation soon. This installation is equipped with a

semi-dry scrubber, a wet scrubber, SNCR-DeNOx and a fabric filter with
active cokes injection to clean the flue gases.

- Finally there are plans to build MSW combustors in Augsburg, Esslingen,
Pirmasens, Velsen, Böblingen and Rems-Mürr. It is, however, not cefain that
all these installations will be build, and in what time frame.
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5.5 Denmark

5.5.1 Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plastics/etc.) thereof generated in Denmark
per year, with elaboration of the plastic fraction

The Danish population consists of 5.L million capita, producing around
510 kg MS\il per capita per year. In different reports the Danish MSW is defined
differently making the comparison of data sources very difficult. Data in table
5.5.1- represent household, bulky, trade and garden waste.

Table 5.5.1 Total amount and compositian of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in Denmnrk per year (1990)

[7, 9, 10, 16, 2474, 75, 76, 77]

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Textiles

Miscellaneous

combustibles
non-combustibles

Total

1 040

910

130

100

130

80

130

80

2600

40

35

5

4

5

3

5

3

100

The last analysis of the plastics in MSW dates back from 1985 (table 5.5.2). Mole
recent data are not known.
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Table 5.5.2 Composition of the plastics fraction in the
Municipal Solid Waste in Denmark (1985) [18]

5.5.2 Municipal Solid IVaste treatment schemes (recycling, landfill,
combustion)

In Denmark household waste collection and disposal is carried out by
the municipalities. In general terms waste collected in cities has traditionally been
combusted (with heat recovery) and waste collected in small towns has been
landfilled [76].

Operation of landfills and combustors have particular requirements under the
1974 Environment Protection Act. In common with other 'specially polluting
activities' defined in the Act, combustors and landfills could not be established
until a thorough evaluation of planned measures for pollution control from the
facility ìwere made and approved [76].

As already mentioned there is great difference in the understanding of what is
considered to be MSW in Denmark. Often (if no definitions are given) it is
claimed that 70Vo of the Danish MSW is combusted. This, however, is based just
on household and trade waste. The data given in table 5.5.1, 5.5.2 and 5.5.3,
however, are based on not only household and trade waste, but also bulky and
garden waste. Of these last two waste streams approximately 1,0Vo is combusted.
Calculation of the combustion percentage for the total MSW (household, trade,
bulky and garden waste) gives the 48Vo which is mentioned in table 5.5.3.

In section 5.5.3 we will see that the total capacity for MSW combustion is
1800 ktonnes/year and not 1250, like in table 5.5.3. This 1800 ktonnes per year,
however, irnplies industrial, construction waste and waste from energy production
and treatment facilities besides household, trade, bulky and garden waste. If all
this waste is taken ilto account a total amount of 8600 ktonnes per year is
obtained. Of this amount 1800 ktonnes per yoar (21,Vo) is combusted.
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Table 5.5.3 Municipal Solid Waste treatment per category
in Denmark (1990) [7, 16, 24, 74, 75,76,77]

The concept of recycling of waste in Denmark was introduced in 1978, originally
on a voluntary and experimental basis, but from 1987 recycling of certain waste
materials þaper, metals and glass) were given a priority over combustion and
landfill disposal [76].
This priority was supported by introduction of a tax on waste combusted or
landfilled. In 1987-89 this tax was 40 DKwI and was raised to 130 DKIIt on
1 January l99O î201. Waste which is recycled, composted, or used for biogas
production is exempt from the tax. On the contrary, heat recovery from
combustion of MSW is, in these terms, not considered as recycling or reuse and
therefore subject to tax.

s.s.3 Overview existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in Denmark

In Denmark there are 29 MSW combustors with a capacity of 3 tonnes
per hour or more. The design capacity of these installations is 2060 ktonnes per
year, although only 1250 ktonnes MSV/ per year (1990 is burned. On top of that,
however, also 550 ktonnes/year of industrial, construction waste and waste from
energy production and treatment facilities is combusted in these installations. In
table 5.5.4 details on the Danish installations are given, whereas in table 5.5.5 the
flue gas cleaning of the installations is summarized.
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Table 5.5.4 Municipal Soli.d Waste Combustors in Denmark 1991

Start-up
En.!ty

llnl¿ capÀclty Totrl c¡p¡ct¿y Enor3y ouùput Flu. trr EDlrrlons
y..r Mrnufàctqr.r lton/hr¡ Unlt![tùon/y!¡fton/hE¡ !yst4[10^12 J¡cl.rnlng conglnuour

2r8 2 tzt 16 ht 740 !, €p
2 100 L5.Z hr 560 ep

Incln.raÈoE
t)F6 LocâÈlon
I +3 Aalbort
1 Aârhus
1o Ä¡s
1 Albsltslund

1980 Volund
1978 BeS

1986 Be-S

1969 B&S

tr3. 5 1

lr4,1*3.5 2

1r3,1r{.5 2

1r3, 1r4 2 rl
2*3 2 30

1*3

30 3.5 hw 189 ep
L7 1.5 hw 220 6p

lto 20/o5t9z

EDIslIon!.uplod
D,CL,S,F,N:2 FA,SL:4

D,CL,S,ÎOC,F,N,M:1 FA,SL:?
D, PA, SL: 1

D,cL, S,Îoc, F, N,Èl:3 FA, SL:6
D,P:1 FA,SL:{
D,CL, S,F, F,FA, SL: ?

D,FA,SL: ?

D, CL, S,M, FA, SL:2
D,CL, S,F,I{,M,FA, SL: 1

D,CL,S,F,M:1 FA,SL:2 t{ll:26
D,cL,S,Îoc,F,ll.M: I FA,SL:2
D, CL, S, F, N,M:5 FA, SL:4
D, CL, S,F,ll,M:6 FA, SL:4

S,ÎOC, F, t,M, P: ? ÞA, SL: 12

D,CL,S,F,N,M,FA,SL,tlll: 2

D,CL,S,1æ,F,N,!lr 4 FA,SL:1
D,CL,S,P,N,fl; 1 PÂ,SL:6
TG,F,M:2 FA,SL:4
S,IOC,F,tl,M,P: 1 FA,SL: ?

D,CL,S,IOC,F,N: ? FA,SL: l-2
D, CL, S, F, N, FA, SL:3
D,CL,S,F,N,M,lltl:2 FA,SL: 6

FÂ, SL:6
D, FA, SL: 1

D,CL,S,10C,F,tl,M:0.25 FA,SL:6

R@ark
E91: 1i12 t/h
ErÈenrlon ilth 1*9.3 È/h

CLo¿e¿ l/5/92
E9l¡Ú12 t/h; oI,dh
CLos.t l/6/92
znd unlÈ t¡re l; rebullt:lr5
illl b. rsbullt 2r4 t/h
CLosec L/6/92

r€bullÈ: on€¡By chp, 2r9 t,/h

rlll plobrbly be closed

rlll probÀbly b€ closôd
planned: L*l t/h 1992

Ert€n!l,on 1+5 i/hr
Er¿ondrd to 1+4+1*5 ¿/h
ftc: a coDsld€rod

E4)and6d Èo 116.3 t/h
11 kton/yr othoE fuol

D,CL,S,10C HH D,CL,S,lG,FA,SL:l

thùì
SY
Þe
\ìHs-
Èñ.
¡^v

SÈ
ßl¿Þoss
Òs.o5ÈÈsb
(\ôlâo
IS

ñS-V;
ìR.Èi

trl

\

1+3 An.6€¡forbradlng 1971. Volmd 3472
I Brondby 1971 BeS

5 Fredsrltshah 1965 BeS

1 Eadorsl€v
1 Eslnl,ng
1 Ejorllna
I Hoblo
1 Holstsblo
I HoEsêns

5 Koldlng I
1 Koldlng II
1 Mldd€lfart

20 7.5 hç 150 cy

3 280
214 2 28
21\ 2 2l

36 hw 1560 s, ff
I hr 210 ep
I hi 135 op

7 hr 140 cy
6. hw 150ep

D

D,CL
D

D

D

D, CL

D, CL

D, CL

D, CL, S

D, CL

D, CL

D, CL

D

R.fsronce
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30 ,3:
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24,29 ,3A
5,2â ,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24 .29 ,30
5,24,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24.29 .30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,2\ ,29 ,30
5,2\,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24,29 ,30
2a,29,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30
5,24 ,29 ,30

1966 Volund
1973 BeS

1986 Volund
1981 B&S

1971 BeS

19t4 BAS

1969 B&S

1982 B&S

1972 BeS

1r3, lr4 2 12

2r5 Z 43

243 2 Zt
2ùa 2 38

1 15 3 hw l00ep

1 Nybort
1 Nykoblng F.
1 Næstvod
1 +3 Rosklldo
I Skanderborg
1 SIat€Isa
I Sonderbor3
1 SvsDdbort
L Î.åslrup
I Thlstod
1 V€J6n

2t2
3*3

2'3.5 2 56

2i4.5 2 48

80 w, cy
10 hw 260 sp
6 hw 170 ep
t hw 24O 6p

4 hw 200 d, ep
7 hF 170 d, ff

5 hw 3(4 d, ff
3 hw 200 åp,t
3 hw 130 d, cy

7hw

1 NoldfoEbradlnt 1969 Volund 3

1910 B&S;Volud 1*3,1r3.2 2

2134hw

91 2l hw 560 d, ep

70 d, ff
50 t hw 350 d, ff
24 6.2 hw 110 op

7 hw 350 d, ep
t hw 3:.0 op

2*3.5,2ù7 4

1983 Volund
1983 Volund
1966 Volund
1983 BeS

1970 B&S

1978 Volund
1967 Volund
1978 Volund

1969 BeS. Volund 112.2*4 3

1r3,5,1r4 2

55 10 hw 320 €p
25 7.5 hw 180 ep

1989 Lanblon 1r3

1r4 1 30

1*3.114 2 30

2t2.5 Z 40

l*3 1 30

I
1+3 V€st,foEbladlng 1971 Volund 3*12, l*14 4

Explanation in appendix, page 5

350 50 hw 1950 ep,r
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Table 5.5.5 Extent of energy recovery and flue gas cleaning in MSW combustion

facilities in Denmark

1) lnstallations which have only a dust removal dev¡ce and no scrubber are calculated
under the dust removing device, installations which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most installations with scrubbers also have one of the mentioned dust
removal systems. lnslallations which have dust removal devices, scrubbers and
e)dended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique

All the energy which is recovered is used for district heating.
From table 5.5.5 it can be seen that relatively large combustors apply either semi-
dry or wet scrubbing technique (77o andlÙVo of the installations burning 187o
respectively 20Vo of the waste). Furthermore 427o of the installations does not use
scrubbing techniques to clean their flue gases.

From the residues out of Danish MSW combustors the biggest part is landfilled.
Only one third of the bottom-ash is reused at the time in building and construction
works, but the quality requirements for this reuse are currently under
investigation.

Very little information on the combustors in Denmark is missing: only some data
on emission monitoring.

::.j:.:Xj

Energy recovery:

- Yes

-No
2060 100 29 100

Total 2060 100 29 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

unknown

- none

cyclone

esp

- fabric filter
dry scrubber

- semi-dry scrubber

wet scrubber

100

760

420

360

420

5

37

20

18

20

2

14

I
2

3

7

48

28

7

10

Total 2060 100 29 100

Extended flue gas cleaning;1)

DeNOx

active cokes
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5.5.4 Emission guidelines

Danish emission guidelines are very similar to the EC regulations (see
chapter 4). Only the conditions at which the flue gases have to remain
(temperature, oxygen concentration, residence time) are slightly different and the
emission limit for Hg and Cd is stricter.

5.5.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

In 1989 the government published an Action Plan on Environment and
Development, the follow-up to the recommendations of both the Brundtland
Commission and the UN Perspective to the year 2000. It outlines Denmark,s
commitments and intentions on cross-sectoral policies to achieve sustainable
development.
In future (up to 2000) Denmark aims to reach a recycling quorum of 5OVo,which
can be regarded as very ambitious [20]. The total amount of waste is expected to
grow with approximately lVo per year 1771. The total combustion capacity will
increase 1o about 2000 ktonnes per year, in which construction and industrial
waste and waste from €nergy production and treatment facilities is included (see
also section 5.5.2). For what is meant here by MSW (household, trade, bulky and
garden waste) the amount combusted will be approximately 1375 ktonnes per
year (table 5.5.6).

Table 5.5.6 Expected treatment schemes for the Municipal
Solid Waste in Denmark in the year 2000

[7, 16,24, 74, 76, 77]

l -t
t;i:iiri:

Recycling

Composting

Landfill

Combustion

Total

1 455

80

0

1 375

2910

50

3

0

47

100

In April 1991 the Danish government has set up a stringent agreement with the
industry to reduce the use of PVC in packaging by 52Vo :u 1993, an additional
1O% in 1995 and atotalS5Vo in 2000 [26].
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5.5.6 Future penpectiyes for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
combustors, retrofits, closing

In table 5.5.4 already some remarks are made concerning the future of
some installations. In total 3 of these installations are being closed down right now
@er 01106192), and two more are very likely to be closed soon. In total 10 of the
remaining combustors will be extended and/or rebuild. The planned capacity (fro
MSW incl. industrial waste, construction waste, etc.) will be approximately
2360 ktonnes/year.

Until now all the combustors recover energy for district heating. Two installations
are planning to slart producing electricity as well (combined heat and power
stations).

Finally one combustor (Sonderborg) is planning to extend the flue gas cleaning
syst€m with a semi-dry scrubber.
The Danish government does not expect that any active cokes adsorption
techniques are applied in flue gas cleaning systems for MSW combustors in the
near future. There are no plans for new MSW combustors.
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5.6

5.6.1

Spain

Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paperþlastics/etc.) thereof generated in Spain per
yea4 with elaboration of the plastic fraction

In Spain 38.9 million people live. They produce a total amount of
MSV/ of 13300 ktonnes per year (cfuca34D kg per capita per year). It is not known
which categories of waste (household, bulky, etc.) are included in this.

Table 5.6.1 Total amount and composition of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in Spain per year (1990)

[7,9, 10, 16,24, 27,78]

Table 5.6.2 Composition of the plastics fractian in the
Municipal Solid Waste in Spain (1990) [79]
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5.6,2 Municipal Solid \{aste treatment schemes (recycling, landflrll,
combustion)

At present there is a trend towa¡d the working out of provincial Master
Plans for the overall resolution of municipal solid waste disposal problems. In the
majority of cases this ent¿ils the grouping of municipalities so that facilities can
be large enough both technically and economically [24].
- The aims of the present policy are as follows [24]:
- Virtual disappearance of uncontrolled dumping.

- Recycling of recoverable raw materials, such as paper, cardboard, glass,
plastics and scrap iron.

- Increasing the technological potential of compost plants.

- Greater exploitation of landfills tip biogas.

- Strong trend toward combustion as a viable alternative and with greater
participation in MSW-disposal.

Table 5.6.3 Municipal Solid Waste treatment per category
in Spain (1990) [7, 16,24,27, 78]

Recycling

Composting

Landfill

Combustion

Total

1 700

2200
8650

750

1 3300

13

17

65

b

100

The recycling level in Spain is quite good compared to the othe¡ countries (higher
than for instance Austria and France). This is not caused by government
legislation but simply by the economics of recycling; it's profitable. Not only
paper and cardboard are recycled, but also plastics and metals. As a result the
country's waste is low in calorific value and high in organic matter.
The non-plastics organic matter content is 457o to 607o. This high putrescibles
content encourages composting [78].

5.6.3 Overview existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in Spain

In Spain there are 7 latge (>= 3 tonnes per hour) MSW combusto¡s in
operation (table 5.6.4). The design capacity of these combustors is 680 ktonnes
MSW per year. In table 5.6.5 the energy recovery and flue gas cleaning is
summarized.

From tables 5.6.4 and 5.6.5 it becomes clear that the larger plants have energy
recovery (electricity generation) and an electrostatic precipitator. The one without
flue gas cleaning is small.
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The bottom-ash of the combustors in Moncada y Reisach and San Adriá de Besós
is reused for respectively 4Vo and22vo.Tt.c ¡est as well as the residues from the
other facilities is landfilled.

Table 5.6.5 Extent of energy rccovery and flue gas cleaning in MSW combustion

facilities in Spain

1) lnstallations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculated
under the dust removing device, ¡nstallations which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most ¡nstallations with scrubbers also have one of the mentioned dust
removal systems. lnstallat¡ons which have dust removal devices, scrubbers and
enended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the enended flue gas cleaning technique

The information on the Spanish combustors is nearly complete. Steam parameters
are missing and some data for the installations (see table 5.6.4).

Energy recovery:

Yes
No

540

140
79

21

4

3

57

43

Total 680 100 7 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

- unknown

- none

- cyclone

esp

fabric filter

- dry scrubber

semi-dry scrubber

wet scrubber

3

18

79

1

2

4

14

29

57

Total 680 100 7 100

Extended flue gas cleaning:1)

- DeNOx

- active cokes
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5.6.s

5.6.4 Emission guidelines

At the time the only Spanish emission limit is for dust. Depending on
the capacity and the location of the combustor towards housing the emissions
must be below 120-500 mg[l.Im3. Furthermore a limit is set to the opacity of the
plume (20% or 1 on the scale of Ringelmann).
Very soon Spain will adopt the EC regulations (chapter 4).

Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

Some of the trends are already mentioned in section 5.6.2.

In Spain politics are mainly focused on toxic waste more than MSW. For MSW
they have the same point of view as most of the other countries: prevention first,
then materials and/or energy recovery and, when nothing else is possible, safe
disposal.

Packaging waste management directives are expected to be drawn up on a

voluntary basis [79]. Separate waste collection of MSW is promoted in Madrid,
Barcelona and Pamplona and in Sevilla (agricultural plastics film).

For plastic waste targets are set: 30% recycling, 30Vo combustion with energy
recuperation and 40% landfill. According to the Spanish Foundation of the
Plastics for the Environment the main objectives are: the promotion of the best use
of the plastics for the environment and the improvement of the waste management
methods (more plastics recycling, mechanical and/or energy recycling).

Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
combustors, retrofits, closing

In Spain 6 new MSW combustors are planned (located in Madrid,
Santander, Valencia, Bahia de Cadiz, Palma de Mallorca and Maresme). The total
design capacity lor these 6 will be 1640 ktonnes per year and all of them will
recover energy (electricity production). It is not known what flue gas cleaning will
be applied.
Furthermore for 5 locations feasibilily studies are executed (Sevilla, Barcelona,
Extremadura, Consermancha, [-as Palmas/Tenerife).

5.6.6
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5.7 France

5.7.L Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plastics/etc.) thereof generated in France per
year, with elaboration of the plastic fraction

In France 56.2 million people live, producing circa 360 kg MSW per
capita per year. In total this is approximately 20000 ktonnes per year. In this
amount of MSW also 1500 ktonnes of bulky waste is included. The composition
of French MSW is given in tables 5.7.1 and 5.7.2.

Table 5.7.1 Total amount and composition of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in France per year (1990)

[7,9, 10, 16,24,80]

ë

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Textiles

Miscellaneous

Total

5000

6000

1200
2400
1 000

600

3800

20000

25

30

6

12

5

3

19

100

Table 5.7.2 Composition of the plastics fraction in the Municipal
Solid Waste in France (1990) [81]

580

70

250
160

140

1 200

48

6

21

13

12

100
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5.7.2 Municipal Solid \{aste treatment schemes (recycling, landflrll,
combustion)

The French legal context and administrative organization encourage
three types ofaction [24]:
- modifications to manufacturing processes and consumption to ¡educe waste

production at source;

- waste recovery and recycling;

- disposal of non-recov€rable ot non-recyclable waste under satisfactory
conditions for the environmenl.

l¡cal communities are required to set up a domestic waste disposal department.

Table 5.7.3 Municipal Solid Waste treatment per category
in France (1990) [7, 16, 24, 80]

Recycling

Composting

Landfill

Combustion

Total

600

2000

9000

8400

20000

3

10

45

42

100

Separate collection primarily concerns glass and paper. It is developing under the
impetus of agreements between the state and the professional organizations
concerned.

5.7.3 Overview existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in France

In France the¡e is a large amount of combustors (306). Most of them,
however, are very small: 137 combustors have a capacity of 3 tonnes per hour or
more. These 137 combustors are listed in table 5.7.4. In table 5.7.5 an overview
over energy recovery and flue gas cleaning for these combustors is given, based
on the total design capacity (10310 ktonnes per year). Combinations of sc¡ubbers
and dust removing equipment is counted to the scrubbers only.
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Table 5.7.4 Municipal SolidWaste Combustors in France 1991 lcâùì
RÑsV
Þ€,
\s\s
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ßbsÒs=
a S.,
ò'ssÈsbì(\
(lCIøo
IS
ìtg
^' la

ùl
ì
\
G

ÌNO 20/05192

fncln€rrLo!
¿ltr. Locatlon

Acd.
3 AB€n

Alber¿vlLL€
I Alea
1 Anto¡s
I Ârnecy
1 ¿{¡tlbor (CÐn!6 )

Artel€s
1 Artont.ull
1 ArI6s

ArEabloy (clsn)
1 A¡ras
1 Båyêt
I Bolfort

Benesso
B€rn¡y
B€s rncon

1 Blols
I Bo¡d6åu
I Brost
1 Bllve
I BEUây en A¡¿ol!
1 Cå.n
I Carp.nLErs
1 Crrrloro

Cavrl¡l¡c
Ch.ribery

1 Chant.elle
Ch!rtr€s

I Chateaudu
ChÀleru!oq
Chrv!nod

3 CholeL
Clu¡ cs

I ColDrE

I Coloobelles
1 Concamolu

Coul@l€!!
Courome

S¿!Ei-up
y.a¡ H&ufacÈuE9r

1970 lrltr
1983 Trltâ
1985 1llgâ
1975 lt,l.så Volund
1974 Inor,/von RolI
1986 Sogea

1970 CN$t/MarÈln
1975 frlta
1975 Inor/von RoIl
1977 CNIM,/MÀrtl.n
1975 Sot6s (Albertl)
1976 fno¡,/von RoIl
1982 lt,lsâ Volud
1988 Stsln Ind.
1972 Sogêq (ALb6E¿1)

1974 Felbscl (FlyM)
1971 CEC

19tl Inor/wD RolI
1984 TIÍEE-DBA

l989 Inor/von RoIl
1973 Inor/von RoIl
19t9 InoE/von Roll
1972 CNIM/MaE¿tn

1973 Sogea (Albo!Èl)
1977 Luchalro
1978 S€fI
1977 So¡ea (Alb.rtl)
1982 lÈLsr/Volmd
1971 SÈ€ln
1976 Inor/von RoIl
1972 SIC (Ofar)
1986 ÎIEE
1983 LBI
1982 lùl¡¡ Volqd
1988 CNIU/Mârtln
1972 CNnl/Martr.n
1989 Inor/von Roll
1981 frlga
1973 Soteâ

eP

215 sv D,CL
cy

cy
s, oP

380 !

d, aÞ

M, FA, SL: ?

D,CL s,lG,F,il,Èt,FA,SLr ?

Inh¡bt Èani¡
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I11000¡ RorEL
ra 66 tld
75 80 È/d
46 39 tld
70 g6 tld

226 283 tld

L56 375 Lld
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68 50 È/d
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7r LOO tld
76 95 rld
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52 \6 tld

170 L95 t /d
82 t5t Eld

3(1 370 r./d
283 oLtZ Gtlb; 366 t/d
189 2OO tld

32 70 tld
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I 40 t/d
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108 115 r/d
38 40 È/d

t60 200 tlat

40 60 t/d
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30 25 tld

toz tzo tld

Eno!By
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Table 5.7.4 Municipal Solil Waste Combustors in France i99I
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Table 5.7.4 Municipal Soli.d Wøste Combustors in France 1991
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9EÈ
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19 h;
3N
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4N
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3N

3.5 s¿

4.2 N
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3N
4Y
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10 6b

5rL
20 6È
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20Y
4Y
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3Y
3N
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Redon
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D,CL
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D

D
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2

2

2

2

2

2
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3

2

2

I
I
I
3

2

¡
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1
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Table 5.7.5 Extent of energy recovery and flue gas cleaning in MSW combustion

facilities in France

1) lnslallations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculated
under the dust removing device, installations which have both are calculaled only under
the scrubber. Most installations with scrubbers also have one of the mentioned dust
removal systems. lnstallations which have dust removal devices, scrubbers and
extended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique

From this table it can be seen that the largest installations either have a semi-dry
or wet scrubbing system or just an electrostatic precipitator. Real conclusions
cannot be drawn because of the lack of information on 55Vo of the plants (32% of
the combustion capacity).

It is not known what is done with the residues of the combustion of MSW. Most
likely it is mainly landfilled.

A lot of information is still missing. Not only on 'difficult' categories like
emission monitoring, amount of energy recovered or steam parameters but also on

the flue gas cleaning used.

Exlant, of çnç¡gy r,€govel1
and,fü* gâü,doanlüg,

lncäll¿tlorË

re f¡umber %

Energy recovery:

- Yes

-No
7730
2590

75

25

75

62

55

45

ïotal 10310 100 137 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

- unknown

- none

- cyclone

- esp

- fabric filter

- dry scrubber

- semi-dry scrubber

- wet scrubber

3270

330

3830

340

1 340

1 170

32

3

37

3

13

11

76

9

29

b

12

5

55

7

20

4

9

4

Total 10310 100 137 100

Extended flue gas cleaning:1)

- DeNOx

- active cokes
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5,7.4 Emissionguidelines

France has implemented the EC regulations in their own legislation
(see chapter 4).

5.7.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

France has expressed the general aims to promote prevention and
recycling in the so-called 'Plan Vert', France aims to reduce landfill of MSW to
25Vo in the year 2000 [8U. Only 'ultimate' waste (after treatment) will be allowed
to be landfilled [82].
A new legislation act on packaging waste is presently under preparation. This will
probably put the responsibility for the packaging waste with the manufacturer, a

bit like the German packaging law. The main objectives are to collect 757o of the
packaging waste by the year 2002 (50Vo in 1997) and recycle (including energy
recycling) over90Vo ofit [26].

5,7.6 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors¡ new
com bustors, retrofits, closing

No information is available to us on the future plans lor combustion of
MSW in France.
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5.8

5.8.1

Greece

Total amount of Municipal Solid lVaste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plastics/etc.) thereof generated in Greece per
year, with elaboration of the plastic fraction

In Greece 10 million people live. Not much is known on the Municipal
Solid Waste which is produced in Greece. Estimates are that 3150 ktonnes per
year in total o¡ 310 kg per capita per year are produced. Not known is which
categories are included in this. Table 5.8.1 splits up the MSW in several
compoflents.

Table 5.8.1 Total amount and composition of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in Greece per year (1990)

[7,9, 10, 16,24,83,84]

ÆntoEFt

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Miscellaneous
(textiles incl.)

Total

1 670

570

220

100

130

470

31 50

53

18

7

3

4

15

100

No information is available to us on the composition of the plastic fraction in
terms of percentage PE, PP, etc.

s.E.2 Municipal Solid Waste treatment schemes (recycling, landfrll,
combustion)

Solid waste management is at an infant stage in Greece. At present,
solid wastes generated within municipalities an communities are collected with
various means and are transport€d to final disposal sites that do not conform to
sanitary landfill specifications. It is estimated that there are at least 3000 such sites
in Greece with serious environmental problems concerning air, water and soil
pollution [84].

Public policy concerning solid waste management is fiagmented and lacks
comprehensive and integrated planning at regional level.
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The idea ofsource separation and recycling ofva¡ious mat€rials has been tried at
an experimental level in a number of municipalities in Attica, Thessalonikì and
Heraklion regions. Materials that have been recycled include aluminium cans,
paper and glass. There is already a market lor such mate¡ials in Greece [84].
However, none of the above programs has moved to lull operation in spite of the
very positive response they had from the general public [84].

No information on composting or combustion of MSV/ is available. The
assumption made here is that I00% (3150 ktonnes per year) is landfilled.

Table 5.8.2 Municipal Solid Waste treatment per category
in Greece (1990) [7, 84]

Recycling

Composting

Landfill

Combustion

Total

0

0

31 50

0

31 50

0

0

100

0

100

5.8.3 Overview existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in Greece

At present there are no MSW combustors operating in Greece. There
used to be one small unit, which, however, has been shut down recently [85].

5.8.4 Emission guidelines

No Greece emission guidelines are known. At minimum they have to
comply with the European legislation though.

5,8.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

In Greece the þublic) opposition towards landfill is growing.
Therefore it is expected that in the near future plans will be made to start up other
treatment schemes [85].
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Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: ne\ry

combustors, retrofits, closing

Nothing is known on (plans for) new MSW combustors in Greece.
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5.9 ltaly

5.9.1 Total amount of Municipal Solid l{aste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plasticsietc.) thereof generated in Italy per
year, with elaboration of the plastic fraction

57.5 million Italians produce around 300 kg MSW per year, which
renders a total amount of 17500 ktonnes MSW per year. Not known is whether
this is just household waste or if other waste streams (bulky, trade, etc.) are
included in this. The composition is given in table 5.9.1.

Table 5.9.1 Total amount and composition of Municìpal Solil
Waste generated in ltaly per year (1990)

[7,9, 10, 16, 24, 86,97, 88]

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Miscellaneous
textiles incl.)

Total

7000

3850

1230

1 400

520
3500

1 7500

40

22

7

I
3

20

100

Table 5.9.2 Composition of the plastics fraction in the
Municipal Solil Waste in Italy (1989) [16, 18]

PE

PP

PVC

PS

PET

Other

Total

860

120

100

90

40

20

1 230

70

10

I
8

3

2

100
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5.9.2 Municipal Solid Waste treatment schemes (recycling, landfill,
combustion)

Environmental policy did not become an important issue in Italy until
the 1970s. Environmental legislation was introduced at this time, in particular, a

systematic attempt was made to regulate the water sector through legislation
known as the 'lægge Merli'. Implementation was hampered though by inadequate
administrative structures, given that there was no specific department for the
environment, and by the lack of supporting structures such as monitoring
facililies. By the time the Environment Ministry was created in 1986, there was
already a significant gap between the state of the environment in ltaly and that of
other European countries. For this reason much of current environmental policy
in Italy is concerned with clean-up of contaminated areas and tackling of existing
problems. Preventive actions are only beginning to receive attention [20].

The Environment Ministry has recently announced its priorities for the next ten
years [20]:

- Rehabilitation of areas with seve¡e environmental problems such as Seveso;
Bormida Valley, Naples and the Venice lagoon;

- Water resources;

- Waste management;

- Noise.

Table 5.9.3 Municipal Solid Waste treatment per
category in ltaly (1990) [7, 16,24,86,87]

Recycling

Composting

Landfill

Combustion

Total

500

1 200

1 3000

2800

1 7500

3

7

74

16

100

5.9.3 Overuiew existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in Italy

It has been difficult to obtain information on MSW combustors in Italy.
At the moment this report is written the following is known.

In ltaly at the moment 43 MSW combustors are in operation, 19 of them are being
retrofitted while in operation. Besides these 43, 6 new installations are under
construction and finally 5 combustors are temporarily closed for retrofitting. So

when all the works are finished there will be 54 combustors operating in Italy. 16

of them are listed in table 5.9.4, however, this is hardly a representative amount
to draw conclusions on. On the other combustors no data are available yet.
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Table 5.9.4 Municipal Solid Waste Combustors in ltuly lg90
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1965 S!¡onno
1970 von RolI
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1975 D. Br¡to1@.Ir
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1970 von Roll
1973 Publ Consul.
1969 Volund
1975 Do BrrLol@.ls
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1975 Saronno
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1967

1972 locnltãltâ

2.3.t z
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2.57 2

2r5 2

tr4.2 1

2'4 -Z 2

318.3 3

2t\-2 2
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2112.5 2

2'6 2

6.2 tL
140 24.9 rl, .1

tl. a

l0 6t
4.2 t¡

8.4
2{.9 6L

8.4 il
l0 6t
25 61,

12 ¡t

12.5 N

8.4 sl
15 t¡

ZA 24 .1, dh

.p
sP

eP
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op
oP

oP

op
d,.p D

eP

d
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RDP: lhee p¡od

Rofcrenco

24

24

24

24

24

24

24
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24

2a

24
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z4
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24

(4 ù,/h I
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F¡r¡¡r¡
Forll
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LIvotDo
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D,CL, S,F,H, P:2
D,CL,S,F,lt,P:t
D,CL,S,F,TI,P:4
D, CL, S, F,II, P:2
CL,S,lOC,P,ll,ll,P:24 FA,SL: 12
D, CL, S, F,H, P:2
D, cL, S, F,H, P:2
D, CL, S,F,H, P:3

z
2

3

2

NOT COMPLETE ; SEE TEKT I I

Explanat¡on in appendix, page 5
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5.9.4 Emission guidelines

Italy has its own guideline which, however, is very much alike the EC
guideline (chapter 4). Only an extra limit is set towards the emission of PCDD/F,
and the required flue gas temperature to guarantee complete burn-out is higher
(es0'c).

5.9.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

Waste disposal has received considerable attention in the last years.

Recent legislation has introduced a register of indust¡ial waste at the regional
level. From 1989, anyone producing or treating waste has had to provide
information to the regional or provincial authorities on the quantity and
characteristics of the waste handled. This will make it possible to identify the need
for additional treatment facilities and will form the basis of regional waste
disposal plans [20].

Italy plans for a large increase in recycling rates. In order to establish this several

laws and legislations have been introduced already and will be introduced in the
near futu¡e. Also a small inc¡ease in combustion capacity is foreseen. The targets

are given in table 5.9.5 [87].

National consortia have been set up with specific targets for recycling of glass,

metal and plastic containers. The legislation also provides tor labelling of
products urging the user to recycle rather than simply throw away [20].

lægislation, concerning recycling, which has been issued already [54]:
- During 1988 a beverage packaging legislation was int¡oduced with an option

lor a taxation system.

- The Italian law no. 475 (November 9th 1988) forced the packaging industries
to create consortiums for the recycling of glass, metal and plastic beverage
containers. If by the end of 7992 a recycling rate of 40% ¡s not reached,

recycling contribution (LIT 100 for 1 litre) will have to be paid on each

container sold.

- Starting 1989 the plastics industries will have to pay a recycling contribution
representing I0% of the bottle resin sales value. This applies to all plastics.

As for packaging waste recycling targets are set to be realised by the end of 1992:
50% of metals and glass and 40Vo of plastics and laminated cartons. For plastics

half of the target may be realised through energy recovery. T\e 40% target may
be posþoned to 7994 due to technical problems [26].
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Table 5.9.5 Expected treatment schemes of the Municipal
Solid Waste schemes in ItaLy in the year 2000 [87]

Recycling (composting incl.)

Landfill

Combustion

Total

37

42

21

100

5.9.6 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
com bustors, retrofits, closing

No information on the future of MSW combustion in ltaly is available
(vet).
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5.10 Ireland

5.10.1 Total amount of Municipal Sotid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plastics/etc.) thereof generated in Ireland per
year, with elaboration ofthe plastic fraction

Ireland is inhabited by 3.5 million people. Municipal Solid Waste
amounts to 1100 ktonnes total or around 310 kg per capita per year. It is not
known which fractions of waste streams (household, bulky, etc.) are incruded in
this figure. The composition of this amount is given in table 5.10.1.

Table 5.10.1 Total ømount and compositian of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in lreland per year (1990)

[7,9, 10, 16,89]

Putrescibles/Fines
Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Textiles

Miscellaneous

Total

610
220
110

30

30

30

70

't 100

55
20

10

3

3

3

6

't00

No data are available on the composition of the plastic fraction in terms of
percentage PE, PP, etc.

5.10.2 Municipal Solid Waste trcatment schemes (recycling, landfill,
combustion)

Almost all MSW is landfilled in 'controlled' sites although standards
vary considerably. Many sites are not sealed to prevent soil and ground water
pollution by leachate. However, most new sites are synthetically sealed for
leachate collection. A small amount (rnainly aluminium cans, glass and paper

[89]) is recycled as is shown in table 5.10.2.
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Table 5.10.2 Municipal Solid Waste treatment per category
in Ireland (1990) [7, 89]

Recycling

Composting

Landfill

Combustion

Total

35

0

1 065

0

1 100

3

0

97

0

100

5.10.3 Overyiew existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in lreland

At present the¡e are no MSW combustors in operation in lreland. There
are some small combustors burning industrial ol commercial wastes [90].

5.10.4 Emission guidelines

Ireland does not have any emission guideline. If any combustor would
be installed it would have to perform according to the EC regulations at minimum.
However, it would be ¡ecommended to apply the best international standards like
the German regulations (TA Luft and 17. BImSchG, or any subsequent
equivalents) [90].

5.10.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

It is very likely that recycling initiatives are increased. First of all the

already existing recycling schemes for aluminium cans, glass and
paper/cardboard will probably be expanded. At present a study is being executed
1o establish recycling possibilities in lreland. Furthermore the environmental
awareness among consumers is being promoted by a government agency to

reduce the amount of waste and increase the recycling of waste [90].
Combustion of MSW is not foreseen in the next twenty years.

5.10.6 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
com bustors, retrofi ts, closing

At present it is not anticipated that any MSW combustors will be

installed by the year 2010 [901.
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5.11 Luxembourg

5.11.1 Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plastics/etc.) thereof generated in
Luxembourg per year, with elaboration of the plastic fraction

Luxembourg is the smallest country considered in this study, having
0.4 million inhabitants, In Luxembourg 180 ktonnes of MSW is produced per year
(around 480 kg per capita per year). This MSW probably comprises household
and bulky waste. Although the production of MSW per capita is considerably
higher than in the neighbour country Belgium (480 versus 350 kg), the
composition (in percentages) is assumed to be the same (table 5.11.1) in this
study.

Table 5.11.1 Total amount and composition of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in Luxembourg per year (1990)

[7,9, 10, 16" elJ

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Textiles

Miscellaneous

Total

85

50

13

13

7

4

9

180

47

28

7

7

4

2

5

100

Also for the composition of the plastic fraction the percentages for the Belgian
waste are copied to Luxembourg (table 5.ll.Z).
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Table 5.11.2 Composition of the plastics fractian in the Municipal
Solid Waste in Lrurembourg (1990) [53]

PE/PP

PVC

PS

PET

Other

Total

8.6

1.3

2.1

0.5

0.5

13

66

10

16

4

4

100

4

2

39

135

180

2

1

22

75

100

5.11.2 Municipal Solid Waste treatment schemes (recycling, landfill,
combustion)

The majority of the Luxembourg MSW is combusted in the countries
only combustor. Recycling is low. Table 5.11.3 gives the amounts.

Table 5.11.3 Municipal Solid Waste treatment per category in
Luxembourg(1990) [7]

5.11.3 Oveniew existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in
Luxembourg

There is one MSW combustor in operation in Luxembourg at the
moment. Data on this combustor are given in table 5.11.4. This combustor has a
design capacity of 168 ktonnes per year. Energy is recovered to produce
electricity. The flue gases are cleaned with an electrostatic precipitator and a semi-
dry scrubber, followed by a fabric filter.
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Table 5.11.5 Extent of energy recovery and flue gas cleaning in MSW combustion

facilities in Luxembourg

1) lnstallations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculated
under the dust removing device, installations which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most installations with scrubbers also have one of the mentioned dust
removal systems, lnstallations which have dusl removal devices, scrubbers and
erfended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique

MSW cornbustion residues are solidified and landfilled in a landfill, suited for
industrial waste.

5.11.4 Emission guidelines

Luxembourg has not got own emission guidelines. Their combustion
plant has to comply with the European guidelines, but tries to reach emission
levels according to German legislation.

Energy recovery:

Yes

No
168 100 1 100

Total 168 100 1 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

unknown

none

- cyclone

esp

fabric filter

- dry scrubber
semi-dry scrubber

- wet scrubber
168 100 1 100

Total

Extended flue gas cleaning:1)

- DeNOx

- active cokes
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5.11.5 Futurc perspectives for Municipal solid r{aste: deveropments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

In Luxembourg a tax will be put on non refillabtes for which no
recycling scheme exists. Exemptions for this rule will only be for producers that
set up large recycling systems [26].
Composting is expected to inc¡ease in the near future [91].

5.11.6 Future perspectives for Municipat Solid Waste combustors: new
com bustors, rttroflrts, closin g

No change in combustion capacity in Luxembourg is anticipated. The
existing combustor will remain in operation for the time being.
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5.12 Norway

5.Lz,L Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plastics/etc.) thereof generated in Norway per
year, with elaboration of the plastic fiaction

ln Norway 2000 ktonnes of MSIW is produced annually by 4,2 million
Norwegians, which means 47A kg per capita per year. The Norwegian MSW
consists of household, bulky and trade waste and a small fraction of industrial and
construction/demolition waste. How this is amount is divided over the different
components is showed in table 5.12.1.

Teble 5.12.1 Total amount and composition of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in Norway per year (1990)

[7,9, 16, 24, 32,92]

ilï
¡i;

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Textiles

Miscellaneous:

combustibles

non-combustibles

Total

500

640

140

80

80

40

280

240

2000

25

32

7

4

4

2

14

12

100

Not much data on the plastic fraction in MSW are known. Table 5.12.2 gives an
indication.
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Table 5.12.2 Composition of the plastics fraction in the
Municipal Solid Waste in Norway (1990) [44]

Çcmponent Amosnt

7o oltaäl plastíc.t

HDPE

LDPE

PP

PVC

PS

Other (PET incl.)

Total

60 85

15- 40

7 15

7 15

7- 20

7- 20

140

40 60

10 30

5 10

5 10

5 15

5 15

100

5.12.2 Municipal Solid \{aste treatment schemes (recycling, landfill,
combustion)

Until recently the work of the environmental authorities has been
concentrated mainly on the clean-up and repair of the most important damages to
the envi¡onment.

Along with the continued repair of existing damage to the natural resource base,

it is now possible, however, to place more emphasis on preventive environmental
protection.

In 1984 the Ministry of Environment presented an action plan for recycling. The
Action Plan is based on the idea that by recycling a number of envi¡onmental
problems can be solved and the resource base for society increased.

The Action Plan is based on the Pollution Control Act which states that waste

should be recycled when a combination of environmentaI considerations, resource
conservation and economic factors makes it feasible.

Concerning municipal waste disposal the national authorities has put special
emphasis on regional cooperation. This is an attempt to replace many of the small
local facilities with modern well-managed treatment plants.

According to the Pollution Control Act the collection of consumer waste is a
municipal responsibility. Close to 90Vo of the population is served by a regular
waste collection service. The coverage is l00Vo in centres with more than 2000
inhabitanrs [32].

The most common disposal method has been landfilling. The typical pattern has

been one landfill in each municipality. During the last 10-15 years several
regional disposal facilities has been established. Some of these use combustion,
some composting and some are modern landfills. As a result many small disposal
sites, with severe environmental impact, have been closed [321.
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Source separation at households is practised only a few places as part of a test
program. From 1990 on a few municipalities have established a 'green system'

t321.
Separate collection of newspapers and magazines has been practised to some
extent in the most populated areas.
Also glass and batteries are collected separately at many places.

Table 5.12.3 Municipal Solid Waste tteatment per category
in Norway (1990) [7, 16, 32,92]

140

100

1 330

430

2000

7

5

67

22

100

5,L2,3 Oveniew existing Municipal Solid Waste combustorìs in Nonvay

In Norway there are 5 large (>=3 tonnes/hour) MSW combustors in
operation at the time (table 5.12.4). The total design capacity of these combustors
is 410 ktonnes/year. The MSW combustion facilities all recover energy which is
then used for electricity production and district heating (combined heat and
power). Also the applied flue gas cleaning is the same for all the installations: an

electrostatic precipitator combined with a wet scrubber.
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Table 5.12.5 Extent ofenergy recovery andflue gas cleaning in MSW combustion

facilities in Norway

1) lnstallations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculaled
under the dust removing device, installations which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most installations with scrubbers also have one of the mentioned dust
removal systems. lnstallations which have dust removal devices, scrubbers and
extended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique

Besides these large combustors there are a lot of smaller combustors mainly
combusting hospital or industrial waste.

Residues from MSV/ combustion are mainly landfilled in hazardous waste
landfills for fly-ash and flue gas cleaning residue and normal landfill for bottom-
ash. Bottom-ash is reused to little extent.

Information on combustor type, start-up year and emission rnonitoring is missing.

Extant of anergy rccowry
ärldfr¡s,gae .t6âniûg

IilSWcomb¡stcË lficUIlatiüÉ

Uç %

Energy recovery:

- Yes

-No
410 100 5 100

Total 410 100 5 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

- unknown

- none

- cyclone

- esp

- fabric filter

- dry scrubber

- sem¡-dry scrubber

- wet scrubber 410 100 5 100

Total 410 100 5 100

Extended flue gas cleaning:1)

- DeNOx

- active cokes
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5.12,4 Emissionguidelines

Emission guidelines in Norway differ for small and large installations.
For large installations (>20 ktonnes per year) the emission limits are comparable
to the EC regulations: stricter for dust, but less strict for HCI (see chapter 4). Atso
a limit on the emission of PCDDÆ is implemented (2 ng TEQ/mr). The guideline
for small installations is a little less strict (chapter 4).

5.12.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

Norway also has expressed the general accepted views considering
increase of prevention and (material or energy) recycling and a decrease of
(untreated) landfill of MSW.

To realise an inc¡ease of prevention and recycling several measures are

considered [32] among which:

- tax on waste generating substances;

- amount related charge for collecting waste;

- tax dispensation for objects out of recycled materials;

- change consumer behaviour towards prevention and recycling;

- subsidize separate collection schemes;

- banning of really harmful (environmentally) substances.

5,12.6 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
com bustors, retroflrts, closing

In Norway two permits are given for new installations. However, the

cities where these combustors are to be built (TromsØ and Bergen) have not

decided yet.
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5.13 The Netherlands

5.13.1 Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plastics/etc.) thereof generated in The
Netherlands per year, with elaboration of the plastic fraction

ln The Nethe¡lands 14.8 million people live, producin97700 ktonnes
MSW per year, which is around 520 kg per capita per y€ar. MSW in The
Netherlands comprises household, bulky and trade waste. The composition is
given in rable 5.13.1.

Table 5.13.1 Total amount and composition of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in The Netherlands per year (1990)

[7, 9, 10, 16, 24, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98]

Cr larE IG Aê lrt

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Textiles

Miscellaneous:

combustibles

non-combustibles

Total

2930

2700

540

540

390

150

310

150

7700

38

35

7

7

5

2

4

2

100

Table 5.13.2 Composition of the plastics frøctian in the

Municipal Solid Waste inThe Netherlands
(1ee0) [ee]

'C ie i¡:= .liaii:

PE

PP

PVC

PS

PET

Other

Total

320

60

35

70

10

45

540

59

11

6.5

13.5

2

I

100
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s.t3,2 Municipal Solid Waste treatment scheme
(rccycling, landfill, com bustion)

In The Netherlands MSW is to a considerable extent landfilled.
Recycling of paper and glass is performed with very high recycling rates (60-
707o). Besídes that in a lot of cities putrescibles are separately collected and

composted. Finally small chemical wastes from household (medicines, paint cans,

etc) and batteries also are separately collecled. Table 5.13.3 shows the amounts
pef treatmertt scheme.

Table 5.13.3 Municipal Solid Waste treatment per cotegory
in The Netherlands (1990)

[7, 16, 24, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98]

1 200

350

3450

2700

7740

'16

3

45

35

100

5.13.3 Overryiew existing Municipal Solid lVaste combustons in The
Netherlands

In The Netherlands there are 10 MSW combustors currently in
operation. All of them have a capacity larger than 3 tonnes per hour. Details are
given in table 5.13.4. Only one of these combustors does not recover energy from
the flue gases, but this is a small one. The flue gas cleaning used at this moment
is summarized in table 5.13.5. Combinations of scrubbers with dust removing
equipment is thereby counted to the scrubbers only. The total design capacity of
the Dutch MSW combustors is 2800 ktonnes per year.
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Table 5.13.5 Extent ofenergy recovery andflue gas cleaning in MSW combustion

facilities in The Netherlands

1) lnstallations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculated
under the dust removing device, installations which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most installations with scrubbers also have one of the mentioned dust
removal systems. lnstallations which have dust removal devices, scrubbers and
extended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique

From table 5.13.5 we see that strange enough the largest combustors do not have
scrubbers yet (see section 5.13.6).

Part of the bottom-ash (80%) and the fly-ashes (40Vo) produced through
combustion of MSW is reused in The Netherlands, mainly for road and water
works. The rest is landfilled.

All the information for The Netherlands relevant to this study is available.

Exltant' of anÞrgy recoìroty
ãr*dfiuÊ sffi,fleanirtg,,

l¡ÍSIfloomb¡slcd lnchllaiisrs

% nufüber %

Energy recovery:

- Yes

-No
2720

80

97

3

9

1

90

10

Total 2800 100 10 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

- unknown

- none

- cyclone

- esp

- fabric filter

- dry scrubber

- semi-dry scrubber

- wet scrubber

2090

80

630

75

3

23

4

1

5

40

10

50

Total 2800 100 10 100

Extended flue gas cleaning:1)

- DeNOx

- active cokes
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5.13.4 Emission guidelines

In The Netherlands the EC guidelines are implemented in the
legislation. However, the¡e is a guideline (which is about to become a law) which
is lot stricter then the EC regulation: 'Richtlijn Verbranden 7989' l52l.ln fact, this
guideline is the strictest in Europe (chapter 4). Although this guideline is not a law
(yet) it is almost always incorporated in the permit for an MSW combustor. In
practice it means that all the Dutch installations have to comply with the 'Richtlijn
Verbranden 1989'.

5.13.5 tr'uture percpectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

In The Netherlands the amounts of Municipal Solid Waste and the
üeatment thereof in 1986 is taken as a reference point. Towards this reference
point in 2000 no growth should have occured and preferably a 57o decrease in
total amount of MSW should have been realised through prevention. In
table 5.13.6 the amounts and treatment schemes for 1986 and 2000 are quantified.
Comparison with table 5.13.3 learns that in the meantime (1986-1990) the amount
of MSW has increased. To get back at the level of 1986 exÍa prevention has to be
realised.

Table 5.13.6 Expected amount of Municipal Solid Waste including
expected treatment schemes in The Netherlands
in the year 2000 compared to the situation in 1986 [95]

mrñiË

Recyclingl)
Landfill

Gombustion

Total

3850

0

3650

7500

51

0

49

100

1 050

41 50

2300

7500

14

55

31

100

1) Composting included

In The Netherlands separate collection of putrescibles has been introduced in a lot
of cities. By 1994 this separate collection has to be operational throughout the

country.
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In June 1991 the Dutch government has set up a voluntary agreement on
packaging waste with the packaging industry. The main objectives oi this
agreement are:

- Reduction of the quantity of packaging waste landfilled: in 1995 landfill
should be ¡educed to 40% with regard to 1986, and no landfill at all by the year
2000.

- Material recycling or reuse of more than 60% ol the packaging waste by the
year 2000.

- Energy recycling of at maximum 40Vo of the packaging waste by the year
2000.

- Decrease ol the quantity of packaging waste of at least I}Vo belween 1 986 and
2000.

- Reduction of 10Vo of the quantity of packaging used in 2000 with regard to the
situation in 1986.

Furthermore the industry will take back907o of the packaging waste (excluding
packaging to be reused), provided it is separately collected.
Furthermore several (recycling) projects will be started up like the dismounting
and separate processing ol parts of refrigerators, television sets, computers, cars
etc.

Due to enormous public opposition to the planned inc¡ease in combustor capacity
the government is now investigating the possibilities of a combination of
separation and anaerobic composting.

5.13.6 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid l{aste combustors: new
com bustorï, retroflrts, closin g

From table 5.13.5 it was concluded that the largest combustors in The
Netherlands do not have scrubbing techniques incorporated in their flue gas

cleaning system, whereas the smaller ones do. Of these 4 large combustors,
however, 1 will be closed done in 1993 (Amsterdam-North) and replaced by a

new MSW combustion facility (Amsterdam-West). This new facility will have a
capacity of 765 ktonnes per year and a flue gas cleaning system consisting of a

wet electrostatic precipitator, a semi-dry scrubber followed by another
electrostatic precipitator and SNCR-DeNOX.
Two other large combustors (AVR and ROTEB, both Rotte¡dam) are building a

completely new flue gas cleaning syst€m right now. Both will be completed in
1993 and will consist of an electrostatic precipitator, a wet scrubber, SCR-DeNOx
and an active cokes filter.
The fou¡th large combustor (The Hague) without scrubber is either shut down or
retrofitted with an extended flue gas cleaning system, which will have a wet or dry
scrubber, a fabric filter and DeNOx-equipment.

The only combustor in The Nethe¡lands which does not recover energy (Alkmaar)
is shut down in 1995 and replaced by a new facility. This new facility will be a lot
bigger (55.5 tonnes per hour, 3 units: total capacity 389 ktonnes/year) and will
recover energy. The flue gases will be cleaned by an electrostatic precipitator, a

spray dry absorber, a fabric filter, a wet scrubber and SCR-DeNOx. Not sure yet
is whether active cokes adsorption will be applied.
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Fu¡ther plans are:

- Extension of the capacity of AVR Rotterdam (1*27 tonnes/hour), ARN
Nijmegen (160 ktonnes lyear) and Gevudo Dordrecht (70 ktonnes/year);

- New combustors in Buggenum (600 ktonnes/year), Moerdijk (600
ktonnes/year), Wijster (370 ktonneslyear), Boeldershoek (180 ktonnes/year)
and one in the centre ofThe Netherlands (600 ktonnes/year) between now and
2000.

Recently the plans for a new combustor near The Hague were put on ice because
of enormous public opposition. It is not certain whether this plan will be executed
or not. An alternative would be furthe¡ extension of the capacity of AVR
Rotterdam.

If all the combustors which are planned will be build this will mean an increase in
capacity from 2800 ktonnes/year now to nearly 7000 ktonnes/year in the year
2000 (supposing that the installation in The Hague will be closed).

At the time the discussion over extension of MSW combustion capacity is very
intense, and estimates of the needed capacity vary from 5000 to 9500
ktonnes/year. The 'Afual Overleg Orgaan' (Waste management committee)
estimates a combustion capacity of 5300 ktonnes/year in the year 2000, This is not
just MSìW but also indust¡ial waste, sewage sludge, etc. which explains the
difference with table 5.13.6.
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5.I4 Portugal

5.14.1 Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paperiplastics/etc.) thereof generated in Portugal per
year, with elaboration of the plastic fraction

Portugal is inhabited by 10.3 million people and produces the lowest
amount of waste per capita pe¡ year of the countries considered in this study:
260 kg. All together this gives a total of 2650 ktonnes MSW. There is no
information available concerning which waste streams are taken into account
within the definition of MSW in Portugal. The amounts of putrescibles, paper, etc.
are given in table 5.14.1.

Table 5.14.1 Total amount and composition of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in Portugal per year (1990)

[7,9, 10, 16,78, 100]

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Miscellaneous
(textiles incl.)

Total

1 590

s80

110

80

110

190

2650

60

22

4

3

4

7

100

No information on the composition of the plastic fraction is krown.

5.14.2 Municipal Solid Waste trcatment schemes (recycling, landflill,
combustion)

At present there are no source separation and few recycling schemes in
Portugal. Insufficient hazardous waste control and poor landfill management are

common problems. Only 6O% of MSW is collected, a great deal being dumped
illegally. Some 40Vo of wastes in 1985 wete correctly handled, -I5% in
composting plants, -25Vo to sanitary landfill. The rest went to uncontrolled dumps

[78, 100].
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Table 5.14.2 Municipal Solid Waste treatment per category
in Porrugal (1990)

0
't5

85

0

100

5.14.3 Overyiew existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in Portugal

At the moment there are no MSW combustors operating in Portugal.

5,L4,4 Emissionguidelines

Portugal does not have any emission guideline of its own. If any
combustor would be installed it would have to perform according to the EC
regulations at minimum.

5.14.5 Futurr perspectives for Municipal Solid lVaste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

No information available.

5,L4,6 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
com bustors, retrofi ts, closin g

No information available.
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5.15 Sweden

5.15.1 Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plastics/etc.) thereof generated in Sweden per
yeaq with elaboration of the plastic fraction

Sweden has 8.5 million inhabitants which produce a total of 3200
ktonnes MSW per year. This is around 380 kg per capita per year. The definition
of MSW in sweden is not known. The composition is known and presented in
table 5.15.1.

Table 5.15.1 Total amount and. composition of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in Sweden per year (1990)

[7, 9, 10, 16,24, 101, r02]

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Textiles

Miscellaneous

ïotal

960

1 280

260

220
100

60

290

3200

30

40

9

7

3

2

9

100

On the composition of the plastic lraction not much is known, besides the PVC
content. This is 4-7Vo which amounts to 10-18 ktonnes per year [18].

5.15.2 Municipal Solid Waste treatment schemes (rrcycling, landfill,
combustion)

From January 1991 every municipality in Sweden is obliged ro draw up
a 'solid waste plan' for the handling of all wastes produced in the municipality
(domestic waste, industrial waste, hazardous waste, hospital waste etc.) including
the survey of the amount of different wastes and its origin [101].

The collection of domestic waste is a municipal responsibility. Most collection
schemes include a regular or by-request collection ofdiscarded furniture and other
bulky waste from households.
In the cities an important proportion of the waste from offices, shops etc. is
collected under the household collection scheme. However, the collection of
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commercial and industrial waste is generally left to private enterprises and carried
out by direct contracting with the individual producing companies.

Thermal treatment of waste combined with energy recovery is widely used
Sweden. At present almost 50Vo of the municipal solid waste produced
combusted.

The best example of successful resource recovery is the recovery of newspapers
and journals. The activity is nationwide. In 1989 600 ktonnes of newspapers,
journals were consumed in the swedish households. Approximately 380 ktonnes
were recovered. At present about 40 ktonnes of glass from the households are
recove¡ed per year [101].
In the domestic waste there is a bulky fraction consisting among other things of
old refrigerators, ovens, bathtubs etc. Out olthis'metal'waste there is a yearly
recov€ry of approximately 80 ktonnes of metals. Only a small part of this kind of
waste is landfilled.

Furthermore a return and reuse scheme for PET bottles and aluminium cans has
been set up. The PET bottles are reused lor I007o already whereas for the
aluminium cans the target is 90% by the year 7993 1261.

Table 5.15.2 Municipal Solid Waste treatment per category
in Sweden (1990)

ln
is

Recycling

Composting

Landfill

Combustion

Total

500

100

1 100

1 500

3200

16

3

34

47

100

5.15.3 Overview existing Municipal Solid Waste combustors in Sweden

In Sweden 17 large (capacity >= 3 tonnes per hour) MSW combustors
are operating at the time. These a¡e listed in table 5.15.3. Besides that also 6 small
combustors are in operation. All these combustors recover energy for district
heating. Some of them (the 3 largest combustors, combusting 45Vo of the total
combusted MSVÐ also produce electricity. The total design capacity of the large
combustors is 1770 ktonnes per year. On this basis an overview of the flue gas

cleaning used in Sweden is made (table 5.15.4). Thereby combinations of
scrubbers and dust removing equipment is counted to the scrubbers only.
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Table 5.15.3 Municipal Solid Waste Combustors in Sweden 1991 lgr
Þì
SV
ì¡.o
\È\s
sÈ..dË\È
ßbsoss
aF-Lr-ss
Sraì(\
õ'aøo
tlØg
<b
S¡t
À"9

f.l
ìo\(\

2L2

TXO ZO/05/92

Inclna¡ator
typolocatlon

Avoat,r
BoI¡¡å¡
EorI¡Dgc
Götsborg
Eelnsùrd

1 KlrllloBr
I Kârlstld
1 Klruna
I tröplng
4 Lldkõplns

Llnköplng
Mal¡¡ìi
Mo!r
Stockholo
Unas

Upps€1a
VåstedlL

Totrl clpaclÈy Ensrty
SÈlrt-u¡¡ llnli c¡plc1ty ltton/ysl En.r6y St!@ ou¿puÈ Flur tts Eolsslon Eollllon
yeâr MuuflcLu¡or [Èon/kl UnlÈ! [tou,/hr¡ryltmlbarl f 'C¡ ITJ¡ cloùInt couÈlnuou! supl€d

1980 B&S 213.2 2 40

1983 G€n.råùor 1r4 1 15

1982 K+K 115-6 1 10

1972 von RolL, BÊS 3r15,F0.2 \ 295

1971 HErtln 2t5 Z 70

1986 K+K lr5 1 35

1986 K+K tat 1 50

1984 voluûd 2,2.7 2 ll
1972 Lmdsve¡k 2*5 2 34

1985 Gsnêrâto! 1*6 I 12

1982 von RolI 7*7,2tlz 3 200

l9t3 Martln 2rl4 2 195
1981 B&S l*3.1s 1 l8
1970 vKW, Hartln 2*11,1*15 3 203

1970 von RolI 2t4,lt7 3 86

1961 Volu¡d,B&S,H+E 2r3,1*10,1115 4 242
1984 ced€lrtor lr5 1 18.5

6.{ dh

4dh 16

5dh
45.2 sl,dh 20

10 dh 16

5dh 28
7dh 28

4.2 dh 80

10 dh
6 dh .ló

31 dh

28 dh
3. 15 dh

37 ol,dh
15 dh 2a
31 !t,dh
5dh 16

315 cy, ff D

z3o d,, Lf.
2540 €p, t
620 6p, n
226 øp,u

d, ff
330 6p.r

i, d, ff D,cL D,cL,s,ræ,F,ll,M,P,FA,SL,fll:l
CL, S,1æ, F,II, M, P, FA, SL: 1

D. CL, S, P, II,M, P, FA, SL,I{t{: ? tl hton/yE othrr fuol; l8 l'H 16,23,2\,5o
D,CL D,CL,S,lOC,F,l¡,M,P,FA,SL:2 Htl:12 el:55 GHh;oII;E Èo 400 hton,/yr 16,L7,23,24,4:

D,CL,I S,F,!|,P:1 FA,SL:2 o.2 l|'úlyt fuol; 18 ù/h ¡È¡u f6,23,2\,5o
D,cL S,1G,I|,M,P,FA,SL:1 lt tl{ 16,23,24,50

D:4 32rtoi/yt fu.l; l{ ù/h ¡ù.M 16,23,24
320 d, ep D,CL S,!æ,F,H,ü,P,FA,SL:I 7 tton,/yE othor fuol t6,tt ,23,24

Rmart

zr10 ltt

Raforancr
t6 ,23,24
16 , 17 ,24, 50

9lff D

103 d, ff cL

D,CL, S, T()C, F, N,M, P, FA,SL:2 35.5 htm/y! fuel; 2112 lúl 16,24,50
1650 d, ep D,CL S,1OC,F,N,H,P,FA,SL:?
1650 d, ff D,CL,S,N F,M,P,FA,SL:1

D, S. TOC. F, N,M. P: I

6 kùon,/yr other fuol t6,L7 ,23,2\
B,23 ,24

O.7 li-on/yÊ othe! fu.l !6,L7,23,24
el: 32 GHh; I kton/y! fu.I L6,23,24
10 tton,/y! oihe! fuol,l8 l'H 15,L1,23,24,51

20 Itt
tL,21 ,45
L6,L' ,24,50

1490 d, ff D,cL,S,N D,CL,s,F,ll,M,P:1 FA,SL:?
760 d, ff D,S,N CL,F,M,P:l FA,SL,ldd:g

2440 .p,i,cl,ff D,cL,ltf S,Td,F,N,M,P:6 FA,SL:?
155 cy, ff D, CL,U, P, FA, SL: I.

Explanation in appendix, page 5
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Table 5-15.4 Extent of energy recovery and flue gas cleaning in MSW combustion

facilìties in Sweden

1) lnstallations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculated
under the dust removing device, installations which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most installations with scrubbers also have one of the ment¡oned dusl
removal systems. lnstallations which have dust removal devices, scrubbers and
extended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately menlioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique2) lncluded is one installat¡on which has a wet scrubber as well as a dry scrubber. This
installatlon is nol calculated under dry scrubber

From table 5.15,4 it can be seen that the 3 combustors which do not use scrubbers
to clean the flue gases are relatively small.

Bottom-ash, fly-ashes and flue gas cleaning residues from MSW combustion are
landfilled completely, but in separate landfills. Research is being done to reuse
some of the bottom-ash in construction works and road building, but this has not
been practised yet.

Only a few data ar€ not available on individual installations as is apparent from
table 5.15.3.

8m:

H
Energy recovery:

Yes

No

1770 100 17 100

Total 1770 100 17 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

unknown

none

cyclone

esp

fabric filter
dry scrubber

- semi-dry scrubber

- wet scrubber 2)

100

950

720

b

54

41

3

I

6

18

47

35

Total 1770 100 't7 100

Extended llue gas cleaning:1)

DeNOx

active cokes 220 12 1 6
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5.15.4 Emission guidelines

The Swedish emission guideline is somewhat different from the other
guidelines. The emission limits are very strict for pcDD/F and Hg, but loose on
No* and HCl. The rest is inte¡mediate between the EC and the German guideline
(see chapter 4). Furthermore the limit values are defined at r0 volvo cor, whereas
all the other regulations are based on a certain oxygen concentration (mainly
1r volvo) in the flue gases. This prohibits direct comparison although in most
cases the differences will not be very large: very often 17% o, is considered to
correspond to 9Vo CO2.

5.15,5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

The Government promotes return systems, disposable packaging will
be discouraged. Industries have agreed not to use PVC as a packaging material
and the Gove¡nment hopes to eliminate imported PVC. The targets for plastics
recycling are set to 40% by 2000, and should increase after that ro 60qo [26].

The Swedish Parliament approved a governmental bill which will make producers
responsible for all waste originating from their commercial activities, including
the costs for disposal and of developing new, clean and resource efficient
products. The target for refillable and recyclable beverage containe¡s will be
increased to 90Vo, and a governmental committee will investigate the use of
economic instruments to stimulate recycling and reclamation.

At the time a proposal is discussed which sets recycling targets to be met in 2000
for packaging materials: glass 60-70Vo, aluminium 70Vo, paperhoard 70Vo,
corrugated packaging 80%, plastics 40Vo and steel 50-60Vo [26].

The government has the possibility to decide upon source recovery of different
wastes in the municipalities. Source separation (by the households and the
industries) ought to be developed in such a way that [101]:
- From 1994 all wastes delivered to final treatment are separated in categories

suitable for proper handling.

- Combustion and landfilling of unseparated waste essentially will cease by the
end of 1993. Methane gas from landfilling will be used for energy recovery,
alternatively be flared away.

5.15.6 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
combustors, retrofits, closing

On the futu¡e of MSW combustors in Sweden nothing is known, except
the planned extension ofthe combustor in Göteborg from 295 to 400 ktonnes per
year.
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5.16 Finland

5.16.1 Total amount of Municipal Solid lVaste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plastics/etc.) thereof generated in Finland per
year, with elaboration of the plastic fraction

In Finland 5.0 million people live, producing in total 2500 ktonnes of
MSW per year or 500 kg per capita per year. It is not known what is exactly
understood with the term MSW in Finland. Table 5.16.1 shows the composition
of the MSW in Finland.

Table 5.16.1 Total amount and composition of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in Finland per year (1990)

[7,9, 10, 16, 103, LU, 105]

G ll

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Miscellaneous (textiles incl.)

Total

750
1 000

150

100

80

430

2500

30

40

6

4

3

17

100

There is no information available on how the plastic fraction is subdivided in PE,

PP, etc.

5.t6.2 Municipal Solid Waste treatment schemes (recycling, landfill,
combustion)

Local authorities are statutory required to arrange for the transport of
municipal wastes in urban and semiurban areas, unless the Municipal Council in
question has decided to arrange for this to be done on a contractual basis.

Approximately l57o of the municipal wastes are recycled, 2% combusted and

83% disposed of at landfills [104].

The recycling of waste paper has been a common practice in Finland. There is also

separate collection of glass in 130 municipalities. The deposit-refund system of
returnable soft drinþ beer and alcohol drink bottles is functioning very well in
Finland. The return rates ar€ the following: soft drinks and beer 97Vo, alcohol
drinks 737o.
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Table 5.16.2 Municipal Solid Irlaste treatment per category
in FínLand (1990) [7, 16, 103, 104, 105]

375

0

2075

50

2500

15

0

&t
2

100

The major problems in waste manag€ment are [104]:
- there are too many small landfills;

- a considerable number oflandfills are not adequately supervised or are badly
managed;

- the profitability of recycling businesses is jeopardized due to the decline in
secondary raw material prices;

- the majority of rural municipalities have not yet arranged the collection of
hazardous twastos properly.

5.fó3 Overryiew existing Municipal Solid l{aste combustors in Finland

At the moment there is one MSW combustor operating in Finland.
Details on this installation are given in table 5.16.3. The design capacity of this
facility is 70 klonnes/year. Energy is recovered in this installation for district
heating and the flue gases are cleaned from dust in an electrostatic precipitator.
The information is complete.
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Table 5.16.3 Municipal Solid Waste Combustors in Finland 1991
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Explanation in appendix, page 5
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Table 5.16.4 Extent of energy recovery and flue gas cleaning in MSW combustion

facilities in Finland

1) lnstallations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculated
under the dust removing device, installations which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most ¡nstallations with scrubbers also have one of the mentioned dust
removal systems. lnstallations which have dust removal devices, scrubbers and
extended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique

5.16,4 Emission guidelines

Finland does not have own emission limits, but follows the EC
guidelines (chapter 4).

5.16.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (recycling, etc.)

Futu¡e trends will be in separation of various waste. Separate waste
streams in the household will be: glass, recyclable paper, hazardous waste, metals,
bio mass (wet fraction) and combustible (dry fraction).

Exlcnt of 
' 
Gaorgy r€goyal

âftdfuê Cæ r*ornlfig
lr,tcbllatlorp

% %

Energy recovery:

- Yes

-No
70 100 1 100

Total 70 100 1 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

- unknown

- none

- cyclone

- esp

- fabric filter

- dry scrubber

- semi-dry scrubber

- wet scrubber

70 100 1 100

Total 70 100 1 100

Extended flue gas cleaning:1)

DeNOx

active cokes
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The plastics consumption will keep on growing (vehicles, construction and
technical end issues) [106]. In packaging the growth will be a constant battle with
consumers and legislators. Some plastics (like bottles) will without any doubt win
this battle. No recycling for plastics exists (virgin materials are too cheap). For the
public there is no real advantage for using recycled plastics (image creation: paper
recycling has an extremely good image, people insist on using recycled paper).
Waste reduction can be achieved by making packaging increasingly thinne¡ and
expanding the use of returnable packaging (this might lead to the German model).

At the time alarge scale pilot scheme for collection and recycling of plastics waste
is running in the south of Finland [26]. The results will be used for a nationwide
plan.

In general Finland is planning to recover 50% (energy recovery included) of the
MSW by the year 2000. The targets are given in table 5.16.4.

Table 5.16.5 Expected teatment schemes for the Municipal
Solid Waste in Finland in 2000 [107]

Recycling (composting incl.)

Landfill

Combustion

Total

37

50

13

100

5.16.6 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
com bustors, retrofits, closing

Thele are two combustors planned: one in the region of Helsinki and
one in the city of Pori. The first is in preparation and still has some different
options for the exacl way of treating the waste. The capacity for the time being is

aimed at 400-600 ktonnes per year and the flue gas cleaning system will be
designed in such a way that the emissions can comply with German standards.
However, there is enonnous public resistance towards this combustor and it is not
very likely that it will be realised. The second combustor (in Pori) will be a

fluidized bed combustor, which will be fired with RDF and biogas. Depending on
the chosen system the capacity will be 34-60 ktonnes per year. Start-up of this
combustor is planned fot 1993-94.
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5.I7 United Kingdom

5.17.1 Total amount of Municipal Solid Waste and the composition
(putrescibles/paper/plasticsietc.) thereof generated in the United
Kingdom per yeâr, with elaboration of the plastic fraction

In the United Kingdom 57.2 million people live, producing a total
amount of approximately 30000 ktonnes Municipal Solid Waste per year. Per
capita the amount of MSW produced is circa 520 kg per year. This MSW consists
of household, bulky and trade waste for England, Scotland, Wales and Northern
Ireland together.

Table 5.17.1 Total smount and composition of Municipal Solid
Waste generated in the United Kingdom per year
(1990) [7,9, 10, 16,24, 108J

Putrescibles/Fines

Paper & cardboard

Plastic

Glass

Metals

Textiles
Miscellaneous:

combustibles
non-combustibles

Total

1 2600

8400

2100
2400
2700
1 200

300

300

30000

42

28

7

I
9

4

100

The plastic fraction of the waste str€am is given in table 5.1'7.2.
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Table 5.17.2 Composition of the plastics fraction in the
Municipal Solid Waste in the United Kingdom
(1ee0) [10e]

:r:; ;#mgt ü:Ì.:;i::l:;::,j;:':i:lr:::j'=

PE

PP

PVC

PS

PET
Other

Total

840

340

210

230
100

380

21 00

40

16

10

11

5

18

100

5,17,2 Municipal Solid Waste trcatment schemes (recycling, landfill,
combustion)

Disposal of collected MSW is currently dominated by landfill; 80Vo is

disposed of by this route. Approximately 2.5 Mtonnes is combusted.
Whilst all countries will make use of landfill to some extent, the UK does so to a
greater degree than many. This is mainly caused by the relatively low cost of
landfill at this time.

Table 5.17.3 Municipal Solid Waste treatment per category
in the United Kingdon (1990) [7, 16, 24]

iþl
:, .::::r:

600

0

27000

2400

30000

2

0

90

I
100

Recycling of domestic waste has only recently been emphasized. The longest
running scheme in the UK was established in 1977 but most of them ¿u€ much
more recent. Bringing systems, where the public segregate individual materials
and take them to collection points, have dominated recovery and have been aimed
primarily at glass and paper and lat€ly increasingly at steel, aluminium and other
materials.
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5.17.3 Overview existing Municipal Solid Waste combustom in the
United Kingdom

At present there are 31 large (>=3 tonnes/hour) MSW combustors in
operation in the UK. These plants a¡e listed in øble 5.I7.4. Energy recovery is

only practised at 6 of them. Four of them use the energy for industrial use, two
plants generate electricity [8]. All the combustors with capacities of more than
3 tonnes/h are equipped with a moving grate. Most of the combustors use an

electrostatic precipilator for flue gas cleaning. Non is equipped with flue gas

scrubbing equipment. All this is summarized in table 5.17.5 based on a total
design capacity of 3640 ktonnes per year. The actually combusted amount is only
2400 ktonnes per year.

Tøble 5.17.5 Extent of energy recovery and flue gas cleaning in MSW combustion

facilities in the United Kingdom

1) lnstallations which have only a dust removal device and no scrubber are calculaled
under the dust removing device, installalions which have both are calculated only under
the scrubber. Most ¡nstallations with scrubbers also have one of the mentioned dust
removal systems. lnstallat¡ons which have dust removal devices, scrubbers and
extended flue gas cleaning are counted to the scrubbers and are separately mentioned
under the extended flue gas cleaning technique

Extcct, of ansrgy rs@vð r?
ar,Éfiucge-s deuning,,

ItlçUll¿tloræ

Të %

Energy recovery:

- Yes

-No
1 040

261 0

28

72

6

25

19

81

Total 3640 100 31 100

Flue gas cleaning:1)

- unknown

- none

- cyclone

- esp

- fabric filter

- dry scrubber

- semi-dry scrubber

- wet scrubber

40

180

3420

1

5

94

1

3

27

3

10

87

Total 3640 100 31 100

Extended flue gas cleaning:1)

- DeNOx

- active cokes
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Fly ash and bottom-ash is disposed of in a controlled landfill, sometimes
separately.

Information on the amount of energy recovered as well as e mission monitoring is
not complete (yet). Also some other data are (still) missing.

5.17,4 Emissionguidelines

The United Kingdom is at the time discussing emission legislation.
Until now they have no emission limits. The new emission guideline will
probably come into effect in August 1992.T\e emission limits in this guideline
are comparable to the EC-guideline with stricter limits for heavy metals and HCI
and additional limits for NO" and PCDD/F (see chapter 4).

5.17.5 Future perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste: developments in
waste treatment schemes (r.ecycling, etc.)

With an unchanged waste policy the amount of MSW will grow with
70-15% per year. This results in a total amount of approximately 35 Mtonnes.
The Government has set a target of recycling half of the country's recyclable
household waste, which is estimated to equal 25Vo of all household waste [108]
(9000 ktonnes per year), by the year 2000. There is currently much debate as to
whether the recovery of energy should be counted to recycling or not.

Because of the increasing costs for landfilling, combustion will become more
competitive regarding costs.

Plastic waste will be separately collected from households by:

- bringing (bottle banks);

- collecting (curbside, projects in Sheffield, Milton Keynes and Cardiff);

- centralised processing.

Besides recycling a strong growth of combustion or composting is not foreseen so
the main treatment scheme will remain landfill.

5.L1,6 Futurc perspectives for Municipal Solid Waste combustors: new
combustors, retrofÏts, closing

At this moment a strong growth of combustion is not foreseen. At the
time none of the combustors can comply wilh the European Directives on MSW
Combustion. For existing combustors these will come into force December 1996.
In order to remain in operation the MSW combustors will have to make additional
investments (flue gas cleaning, process control) to upgrade the plant. A very large
proportion (around 20) of the existing plants will not be able (technically or
financially) to reach the demanded emission levels and will be shut down. Six of
the plants mentioned in table 5,17,4 arc planning to inco¡porate energy recovery,
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two plants are planning upgrading with scrubbers; one wet and one semi-dry
sc¡ubbe¡.

Also there are a few outlines schemes (see below) emerging for new, modern
plants, as well as some existing operators/authorities talking positively about a
wish to retain combustion capacity. New MSW combustors with energy recov€ry
are stimulated by a clause written in the electricity programme: the so-called
NFFO, Non Fossil Fuel obligation. some 20vo of the produced electricity is to be
provided from other than fossil fuels: coal, oil and gas. Electricity companies are
obliged to buy this 20vo of Theu electricity at a fixed price from MSW combustors
or other non-fossil-fuel-producers of electricity. The NFFO subsidizes new
initiatives on non-fossil-fuel-elect¡icity until 1998.

A number of plans for new combustion capacity have been set up:

- A plant in London will be built with a capacity of 400, 000 tonnes/y, thereby
producing 30 MV/ electricity and hot water fo¡ 10, 000 homes. The plant will
have acid scrubbing equipment. The combustor is based on the Martin grate
system and will meet the latest European standards.

- Another similar plant for combustion of the MSW of l,ondon is planned. The
plant will have a capacity of \ 200,000 -1, 500, 000 tonnes/y. The plant will
have a power generation of 80-100 MW [110].

- Other plants are loreseen in l¡eds (capacity 300, 000 tonnes/y; acid
scrubbing) and on the Isle of Man (capacity 24,000 tonnes/y; acid scrubbing;
energy recovery for district heating).

Possible rebuilds, all with energy recovery, on old sites:

- Birmingham.

- Birkenhead: 18 tonnes/h FB, planned for 1994.

- Derby.

- Portsmouth: capacity: 300, 000 tonnes/y.
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Alphabetical list of abbreviations and keywords

bottom-ash... .. part of the ash content of the waste which remains on
the grate or falls through the grate

bulky waste.. .. waste consisting of large items like electrical
appliances (refrigerators, TV-sets, etc.), furniture,
but also large pieces of wood, etc.; usually this is
separately collected

combustor ...... installation in which material is burned
DeNOx-technique.............,. NO*-emission reducing technique
dioxin........... .. PCDD: polychlorinated-dibenzo-pa¡a-dioxin
dry scrubber. .. sc¡ubber which uses a dry powder as adsorbent: the

residue is also dry
ESP.............. .. Electrostatic precipitator
excess air ....... the amount of air used for combustion which exceeds

the amount of ai¡ needed for stoichiometric reaction
excess air level.................... lambda; the total amount of ai¡ used for combustion

divided by the stoichiometric amounr of air (e.g. if
5000 Nm3 are required stoichiometrically and
9000 Nm3 are supplied the excess air level is 1.8)

f9c................ .. flue gas cleaning
fixed carbon (matter).......... part of the combustible fraction of a fuel which burns

(reacts with oxygen) in the solid phase: opposite
from volatile matter

flue gas .......... stack gas; gases resulting from the combustion
process

flue gas cleaning................. series of equipment in which pollutants are removed
f¡om the flue gas

part of the ash content of the waste which does not
remain on the grate but is transported with the flue
gases and removed in the flue gas cleaning system
(mainly in dust collecting equipment)
NO* formed fiom reaction of fuel-bound nitrogen
with oxygen (during combustion of a fuel)
PCDF: polychlorinated-dibenzo-furan
waste fiom gardens and parks
high density polyethylene
heat released upon combustion ol a compound: see

'higher heating value' and 'lower heating value'
the heat which is released if a compound is burned
and the resulting products a¡e cooled back to the
reference temperature (inclusieve condensation of
water)

household waste ................. waste collected in bags or containers from
households

lambda excess air level; the total amount of air used for
combustion divided by the stoichiometric amount ol
air (e.g. if 5000 Nmr are required stoichiometrically
and 9000 Nm3 are supplied the excess air level is 1.8)

LDPE........... ..low density polyethylene

fuel-NO*

furan.............
garden waste ............
HDPE...........
heating vaIue...........,

higher heating value
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lower heating value ............ the heat which is released if a compound is burned
and the resulting products are cooled back to the
reference temperature but the wate¡ in the flue gas
does not condensate but remains in the gas phase:
lowe¡ heating value = higher heating value -
condensation heat of the water (from moisture
content but also from combustion of hydrogen)

market waste............ waste fiom street cleaning by the municipality
MSW........... .. municipal solid waste: generally consisting of

household waste, bulky waste, trade waste and
market and garden waste as collected by the
municipalities

Nm3.............. .. Normal cubic metre: cubic metre at stp
NO*.............. .. the total concentration of NO and NO, expressed as

if all NO was converted to NOr; in the atmosphere
the NO/NO2 ratio varies with temperature variation
and to eliminate confusion all the NO is expressed as

NO, too
PCB............. .. Polychlorinated biphenyls
PCDD/F ......... Polychlorinated-dibenzo-para-dioxines and -furanes
P8................ .. Polyethylene
PET.............. .. Polyethylene-te¡efthalate
PP................. .. Polypropylene
primaryair..........................air needed for the combustion which is supplied

through the grate (blown through the grate fiom
below)

PS................. .. Polystyrene
PVC............. .. Polyvinylchloride
quench reactor in which water is sprayed in the flue gases to

cool them quickly
RDF............. .. Refuse De¡ived Fuel
SCR ............. .. Selective Catalytic Reduction
scrubbe¡ ......... reactor in which a fluid or a solid ab- or adsorbent is

dispersed in the flue gas stream; wet, dry or semi-dry
scrubber

secondary air....................... ai¡ needed for the combustion which is supplied
through nozzles which are generally located near the
exit of the combustion chamber and in the beginning
of the boiler

semi-dry scrubber............... sc¡ubber which uses a solution or suspension as

absorbent: through contact with the flue gas the fluid
evaporates: the residue is dry

SNCR........... .. Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction
stoichiometric air................ the amount of air containing just enough oxygen for

complete combustion of a material: the needed

amount of O, is calculated from the C, H, S-content
of the material assuming complete reaction of C to
CO2, H to HrO, S to SO2, diminished by the O-

content of the material itself.
stp ,.............. ... Standard temperature and pressure: 2'73 K,101.3 kPa
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TEQ.........,... .. Toxicity Equivalent euantity: a toxicity factor
relating the toxicity of the specific PCDD/F-
congeners to the toxicity ol 1,2,7, 8-tetraclorinated-
dibenzo-para-dioxin and -furan

thermal NO*........................ NO* formed from reaction of atmospheric nitrogen
with oxygen (only at very high temperatures:
>1200 "c)

TOC............. .. Total Organic Ca¡bon
tpd................ .. tonnes per day
trade waste... .. waste from small commercial or industrial enter-

prises with comparable composition to household
waste

Vol%............
volatile (matter)

wet scrubber

WtVo.............

percentage by volume (mt/mt)
part of the combustible fraction of a fuel which first
is transferred to the gas phase before combustion
(reaction with oxygen) takes place: opposite lrom
fixed carbon matter
scrubber which uses a liquid absorbent: though some
fluid evaporates upon cooling the flue gases the
¡esidue is also a liquid
percentage by weight (kg/t<e)
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Explanation of tables

In the table where the technical data on the combustors are given (usually
table ?.4) a lot oÊ abbreviations are used. These are explained below.

Combustor type
L moving grate: d rotary drum

r reverse acting reciprocating grate
f forward acting reciprocating grate
s rocking grate
w travellinggrate(continuousgrate)

2 lixedgrate
3 rotary kiln
4 fluidized bed

5 other

Flue gas cleaning Energy system
- no flue gas cleaning hw hot water
cy cyclone st steam
ep electrostatic precipitator el electricity
ff fabric filte¡ (bag filter) chp combined heat & power
w wet scrubber dh district heating
d dry scrubber cd compost drying
s semi-dry scrubber sd sludge drying
n DeNOx-installation Y energy recovery (unspecified)

1 SCR N no energy recovery
2 SNCR
3 active cokes adsorption

c cokesfilter
ci cokes injection before dust separator (usually fabric filter)

Emissions (continuous or sampled)
D dust
CL HCIs so.
TOC total organic carbon
FHF
N NO*
M heavy metals
P PCDDÆ
FA fly ash (7o unburnt)
SL bottom-ash (7o unburnt)
WW waste water
CO CO
oo'2
,.:6 6timesayear

n.b. open spaces indicate that the information is not known
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